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The following history on "Baths and iash Houses" was
primarily intended to refer to the part undertaken by the
City of Manchester or its Societies, Associations and
Inhabitants, in the provision of Bathing and Wlashing
Establishments for the General Public from the period of
approx. 1800 and onwards up to the present time.
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During the process of searching through the many old
manuscripts, files, documents, books, pamphlets, newspapers,
etc., (by kind permission of the Manchester Reference Library
.Authorities) so much interesting and. detailed information
has been obtained, that under the circumstances a short
summarised history dealing with Baths & Wash Houses may not
be out of place, dating back from the early ages.
'
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Included in these records are a number of events which
have taken place and are applicable to other parts of the
country (not being concerned in any way with the City of
Manchester) but which will be of interest when studying the
Baths and Wash Houses in England. By giving close attention
to many of the scl1emes which received consideration in the
early nineteenth century as against the so-called up to date
modernistic ideas, it cannot be denied that there is very
little difference between the two periods, thus shoving that
present day methods are not so far advanced as some people
would be led to believe.
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most interesting subject amongst the various IVIunicipal
Officials is that of which of the various Departments is the
oldest, with the usual remarks that Baths are quite young, and
the "Cinderella" of Municipal Services, but tracing the history
back it is easily ascertained.that Baths had been in operation
centuries before Gas, Electricity, Transport, Highways, Cleansing
Parks, and all other sections (with the exception of Water) were
even thought about, hence all those connected with Baths and
lash Houses can claim to be employees of the Oldest Public Service
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CHAPTER 1.
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In relationship to Ms.nchester, history definitely
outlines the date of the commencement of Bathing facilities
as early as .D. 50 when the Romans first pitched their
camp on a site which was named 'Mamucium' later 'Mancunium'
and eventually became the 'City of Manchester'.
It is
recorded that Baths were a principal and essential part of
the administration buildings, and it will be found that in
every part of the country where the Romans decided to make
a settlement for a prolonged period, Baths were always
included in any scheme carried out. From search made
amongst old documents, it appears that the Romans were the
first to put the hot springs at Bath to practical use. It
is also stated that Bladud, only son of King Iud Hudibras
discovered these springs in the year 863 B.c. and thus
the commencement of bathing at Bath,
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An interesting article on Roman History referring
particularly to ·the question of Public Baths is appended,
bein; obtained after search through books on this subject
in the Manchester Reference Library, It makes most
interesting reading, imparting knowledge on a subject known
to only a small proportion of the community.
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"The Romans developed their Public Baths to such
an extent that makes out brick buildings and plain
furnishings, excellently suited to their purpose
as they are, look ouite skimped and poor. They
decorated the Baths with beautiful marbles, pieces
of statuary and exquisite mosaics, and the record
continues:- "To such a pitch of luxury have we
reached that we are dissatisfied if we do not tread
on gems in our Baths".
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A hot bath was regarded as an appetiser, like a
cocktail before a eal, and we read of Emperors
who are said to have taken seven or eight baths
a day in order to do justice to the pleasures of
the table. But this is neither an ornamental age,
nor a faddy one. If our baths are plain straightforward things, so are our tastes, Milk and Whey
and other special kinds of baths, fashionable in
the old days, have now been given up to the simple
soap and water variety.

In the days of the Romans, the Turkish Baths were
in vogue, and the system for heating adopted in
those far off days, is to some extent in force in
the present up-to-date Turkish Bath Establishments.
A good example of this can still be seen in the
old Roman Baths at Bath,
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In early days the Romans made use of the bath only
for Health and Cleanliness. They washed their arms
and legs once a day, and the whole body once a week,
but in later times bathing came to be regarded, not
merely as u necessity, but as a luxury, and in the
Imperial Period, was a conspicuous feature of Roman
Life. At first, public baths were only intended for
the use of poor people of low rank who were unable
to have the luxury of
bathroon at home, but before
the end of the Republic, people of all classes
resorted to the balnex,
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Originally, in strict language, balnex meant the
Public Baths, balneum - a private bath - balnea - a
private bath of more than one room: but the distinction
of these terms became gradually obliterated in use.
The Emperors themselves used to bathe in public with
their fellow citizens.
The Bath was a very cheap luxury which the poorest man
could indulge in, as the fee was only a guadrns, the
smallest Roman coin.
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Women had probably to pay a higher price,
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The usual time for bahing was about the eighth hour,
before the chief meal of the day, but idle and luxurious
people often bathed several times a day. Gourmands
used to take a bath after eating as well as before in
order to get a fresh appetite, this practice is only
ascribed for instance to Caligula and to Nero, and a
contemporary write, Plimy the Elder, considered it
partly the cause of the degeneration of morality,
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It was an ordinary practice in the time of Cicero to
take emetics for the same purpose,
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The number of Public Baths - some built by the State,
others by Private Speculators was enormous. Agrippa
is said to have added one hundred and seventy to those
already in existance, and by the beginning of the
fourth century there number was nearly a thousand,
The bathing did not consist merely of a hot or cold
bath, but was a long process, somewhat like that of
our Turkish Baths, but much more elaborate. Hot air
was employed as well as water. The chief rooms.of a
bath were the polyterium or stripping room, in whion
the bathers took off their garments and committed them
to slaves who were proverbial for their dishonesty;
the elxothesium or oil room for those who wished for
cold baths, the tepidarium, e chamber heated by
moderately warm air in which the bather sat and was
anointed before proceeding into the hot atmosphere
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of the caldarium. (In some rich baths there was
a special anointing room or unotorium). The
oaldarium was heated by a hypocaust, over which
its floor was suspended.
At one end of this room in the Baths of Pompeii
was a bath of warm water which was poured over
the head before leaving the room.
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In some baths there was a sweating chamber of
higher temperature, known as the Loconicum, which
was a round room with a domed ceiling. When he
was duly perspired, the bather was scraped all
over with e Strigil, a sharp instrument of bone
or metal, whose edge was softened with oil. The
rich man was scraped by his slaves whom he brought
with himfor the purpose, the poor man scraped
himself. It was a disagreeable experience for
fastidious people to bathe at the time of those
who used rank smelling oil. After anointing, the
bather remained sorr:e time in the tepidarium so as
not to pass suddenly into the cold air.
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This general description applies both to the ordinary Baths
(balnex) and to the special kind of Baths called Thermx which
were introduced by Agrippa, and formed a feature of Imperial
Rome.
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Baths were only part of the thermx which were really "a
Roman adapt;ion of a Greek Gymnasium".
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In the period with which wer are concerned, four great
thormx ere erected eat Rome, those of Agrippa, Nero, 'Titus
and Trajan. Theyvere extensive and splendid establishments
fitted up with every convenience for exercise end persuit.
Here the youth of Rome could learn and practise athletics;
here there were cool, oolonaded halls (exedrx) where the idler
could lounge and talk, where the philosophers could lecture
and the poets recite their verses.
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It was usual for clients to escort their patrons to the
Public Baths, and these large crowds of shabby and dirty
retainers were a nuisance to others.
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At the balnex (not in the therrnx) there were separate
sets of baths for women. A story is told of a Consul's wife
whowishedtobatheinthemen's baths at Teanum in ·amania,
and an order was consequently issued and instructed that all
the men should be turned out. The men's establishment was
probably better provided with conveniences thnn the women's
but, although there were separate departments, it was a common
practice in the Imperial Age for men and women to bathe
promiscuously in the same baths. Respectable women, of course,
did not do so, but the habit was so widespread that both Hadrian
and Marcus Aurelius had to make attempts to check the scandal,
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Rich men had Private Baths (balnea) in their own houses,
though they used to frequent the Public Baths also. Juvernal
mentions 600,000 sesterces (£4,800) as a large price for
building a set of bath rooms. The baths at Fronto cost more
than half that sum (£2,800).
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After the departure of the Romans from their camp at
what is now known as Campfield -- Deansgate - Manchester, no
traces can be found of any Bathing Establishments being in
existance until as late on as the 18th Century.

ROMAN EXPRESSIONS
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The tenth hour was considered late, some bathed at the sixth
hour (eleven a,m.)
Juvenal mentions the Baths of Phoebus (Vll 232) the Baths of
Stephanus which were close to the abode of Martial (Martial
x1. 52,4)

The towels (lintea) were of linen. The luxurious Trimalchio
(in Petronius. Sat. 28) was rubbed with woollen rags.

or

The bottle containing the oil was called gatus, it was sometimes
made of horn (gutus corneus) and was sometimes called a
rhinoceros.
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1'or ball playing in the Baths see (Martial Xll.82,)
Juvenal in satirising the depravity of women, describes a lady
visiting the Baths with· a crowd of moisy retainers at night
(V1. 419)
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In many towns persons condemned to the mines
or to fight as gladiators, are servine as
public slaves and receiving wages. hat is
to be done?.

hH

Pliny --

se

Extract from correspondence between Pliny (Roman administrator
in the province of Pamphylia) and the Emperor Trajan (A.D,
98 - 117)

Execute the sentences, except where the
condemnation dates back more than ten years,
and in the latter case cause the convicts
to be employed in such menial offices as
are nearly penal, such as cleaning the
Public Baths and the Sewers,
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It; on therefore, be said that Manchester has always been
a leader in most things, particularly Baths, for even in the
first century they had facilities for bathing which other
parts of the country did not possess whilst at the time of
writing this book, the City is far in advance of, and better
catered for than any other Municipality so far as bathing and
washing facilities are concerned, and the City is looked upon
as Leader in this section of Municipal Service. In addition
it has been the pioneer of many schemes and instigator of several
innovations and enterprises which have eventually been copied
and carried out with great success in many other parts of the country
in the various Bathing Establishments.
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From detailed information which it has been possible to
obtain from old records, it is definite that Baths were in use
in various parts of the City, notably those erected in Piccadi ly
adjoining the imposing pile of buildings which comprised the
Manchester infirmary, Lunatic Asylum, and Public Baths. 'I'he
actual site of the Baths was in Bath Street, which is now known
as Parker Street and backed on to Mosley Street. A study of an
old photograph taken in the year 1789 clearly shows what an
alteration has taken place between the present congested area
and the splendid open space where the old lnfirmary once stood.
It will also be seen that in front of the buildings there were
gardens, and an ornamental stretch of water non as the
Infirmary Pond,- which gave a pleasing and finished look to the
scheme.
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The actual date of the opening of the Public Baths, which
. was an imposing building and had been erected in the lnfirmary
grounds near to the gates in Mosley Street, was in the year
1781, and the income arising from the use of the same by the
public went to the maintenance of the Lnfirmery.
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'I'he first Superintendent was nared W. Galow, and he was
succeeded by a John Haworth, who for many years had been a
Councillor for St. Georges lard.
A reference to the charges in force in the year 1781 is
most interesting and reads as follows:-
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Cold Bath to non-subscribers
,.,
1/n
subscribersofhalf aguinea,········,lOa.=
n
n
n
nt
t one guinea. . . . . . . . . . . . . 9d.

Ba

Vapour· Baths..

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Vapour & Hot Baths ( when used together) .. ,.,
Shampooing Bath .. ,

Any person using the bath on Sundays must pay double
the ordinary charge.

5/-,

6/7/-

r
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In the year 1804, certein alterations in the list of charges
were made, whilst a series of elaborately detailed rules had to
be observed by those using the Baths.
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A comparison with the list outlining the various prices of
admission at the Croporation Baths in the year 1940 will she
what a chenge hs taken place so far as charges are concerned.
There would not be many customers patronising the Baths
in the present century if the prices of admission were anything
in the region of the 1781 period.
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It must, however, not be forgotten, that in the early period
of Baths, it was necessary if not essential, that the results of
a twelve months working should she a good profit to meet the high
expenses. There had to be no adverse balance, in fact there was
no Act of Parliament sanctioning the building, equipment and
maintenance of Baths out of the- Rates for the benefit of the
health of the community, they were a business, and must be a
profit making concern, otherwise the building would be closed
down, as there was no such thing as running establishments at a
loss. The shareholders wanted a good return on the money invested,
hence a profit was most essential so that a fair dividend could
be paid out.
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These Baths appeared to have been in constant use for several
years, for in a later advertisement in the Manchester Gurdian,
a reduction in charges ws published drawing the attention of the
Public to the fact that on becoming an Annual Subscriber upon
payment of the sum of one guinea they could obtain a hot bath for
half a crown in lieu of 5/- and for another half guinea the fee
would be reduced to 2/- per hot bath.
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Whether this reduction in charges was a successful experiment·
does not appear to have been stated in any publication, although
there is a record to the effect that in the yea 1836 the prices
were revised, and that there had been a profit 0f 200 on the last
year's working, which amount had been handed over to the Infirmary
Funds, the Baths being the proporty of a body of Trustees.
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During one or two years, prior to l836, certain altert;ions
had been made, whilst a sulphurous fumigating bath had been
installed, the price for the use of same being three shillings.
When requested by customers, 'leeching and cuoping' was also
undertaken.
helatestrecordof these Bathsbeing in use was in tche
advertisement which appeared in the Manchester Guardian on
Saturday, May 24th 1845, which stated that the Manchester Public
Baths at the Infirmary Gates were open, and outlined the various
classes of Baths :_,long with the charges made, these it was stated,
being greatly reduced terms.

Then these Baths were erected the building was situate in
the recognised high class residential district of the City, where
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all the welthy merchants and nobility lived, and at that time
could only be patronised by the better classes, who could afford
to pay the high charges.
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Owing to the gradual change in the character of the
surrounding area, and the constant changes that were taking place
in the style of buildings that were then being erected, the
neighbourhood was fast becoming a commercial instead of residential
one as previously. The practice that had been developing for some
time of the fitting up of hot and cold water baths in private
houses had a disastrous effect upon the Piccadilly Baths, and
ultimately they were forced to close down, the buildings afterwards
being demolished. (The exact date of the closing down is not
ascertainable).
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It cannot be denied that from a study of the photographs
of the elevation and the ground plan {as taken ffom the ordnance
map) that; the Baths were of n imposing character and a credit to
the City, and whilst being rn attraction, also served to fulfil an
important part in raising the standard of health of the community.
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Prior to the year 1845 1t is a definite fact that private
enterprise had opened Baths in the City, proof of this being
found in the following extract from the Manchester Guardian
dated January l?th 1846:-

WHALLEY'S BATHS.

5? Peter Street and 27 Cooper St. Manchester
15 Bolton Street, Salford.
Warm & Hot later Baths -. l/- to 1/6d each

or

6 for 5/-
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Vapour, Sulphurous and Hot Air Baths
Galvanism and Shampooing judiciously applied.
'

1847

termed the

hH

1878
1882
1896
1899
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That the question of providing Washing and Bathing facilities
for the General Public had become an important and essential
question was proved when on duly 4th 1846 a Bill for promoting
the 'Voluntary Establishment of Baths & lash Houses' was moved
in· the House of Uom.rnons by Sir George Gray, Mr. Hames, and Lord
Courtenay, the result of which was the passing of the first Act
of Parliament for this purpose in 1846. Since that time many
new Acts and Amending Acts have been passed, viz:-
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1907
1920

Baths

&z

ash Houses Act.
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Public
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Health Act.

"
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The first Act only allowed Bathing Establishments being
provided with apparatus for individual Baths only. It was not
until 1878 that an Act was passed which gave powers to Local
Authorities to erect Swimming Baths for the Public. A simplified
version of the various Acts will be found among the 'Statistics'.
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In an effort to obtain funds for the improvement and extension
of the Baths & Wash House in Millers Lane, another .l"ancy Dress Ball
was held on Tuesday, May 18th 1849 upon the occasion of the opening
of the then (new) Royal Exchange. This was under the patronage of
H ertiostGraciousMajosty Queen Victoria and His Royal Highness
Prince Albert, and proved highly successful.

Ba

Many more bathing establishments were being opened about the
year 1850, as a search through old newspapers and other files
brought to light details of other baths which were in use - amongst;
them the following:-
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Baths were erected in Sycamore Street, Oldham Road, Miles
platting, comlete with Wash House, at the sole expense of Sir
Benjamin Heywood Bart. and opened for public use in July 1850.
The accommodation provided in this building in addition to the
Washing Tubs for 45 persons and other drying appliances was:(15 for Males - 8 for Females)
consisting 0f 3 separate classes,

23 lash Baths

1 small plunge bath 2?- ft. long x 18 ft. wide with

ea depth of from 3 ft. to 4' 61,
Total capacity 10,000 gallons of water.

or

(This was emptied and cleaned every other day).

An: interesting item regarding this establishment found after
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perusal of some old records stated:--

Charges for the use of the Wash House Facilities:ld for the ls 4 hours.
for each hour afterwards.
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These prices were later altered to ½d per hour at any time, but
even this reduction did not prove very successful according-to
a report issued later which stated:-

hH

"That even with these reduced charges, fees were too high for
average incomes with the result that many washers were forced
away",

as

By this it is evident that either money value was very much greater
then, than in the previous years, or that the class of residents
in that district must have been very poorly paid.
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'l'his·Bath was at a later period (1864) rented to the Manchester
Salford Baths &: laundries Company by Sir B. Heywood, but was
finally closed down on September 29th 1869 on the grounds as stated
in the Company's Annual Report "that they were not likely to pay
the working expenses."

&:
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Other Bathing Establishments which had been opened and which
were in use about this time were:-
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Medicated Vapour Bath Institution opened on July 28th 181.
he "Dolphin"Baths,

situated in the Red BankDistrict.
This establishment had a 'spring' adjoining to supply
the water required for the Baths.

The "Adelph1" Baths, George Street, Salford, in use about
March l85l - comprising:Gentlemens lst Class Simming Bath
n
2nd
n
nu
"
3rd
"
"
"
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Leaving Manchester aside for a short space, it may be stated
that prior to 1794 there ver no Public Baths in Liverpool. The
people, therefore; had to avail themselves of the caravans on
the north shore, and those who could not afford the luxury of
a caravan had to undress on the sands.
A private Bathing Establishment was hO\'.'ever situated at
the end of the 1-Jew Q,uay, whi eh later derived the name of Bath

or

Street.
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In the year mentioned above, the Corporation of Liverpool
purchased this establishment at a cost of £4,000 and expended
an additional 1,000 on embellishing and making large alterations
to the original plan.
These Baths were demolished in 1820 to make way for the
present Prince's Dock.
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From sesrche s made amongst the records housed in the Manche st
Reference Library, details were obtained which state that "Queen
Elizabeth had a dress for every day of the year, her Doctor,
boasting of her fastidiousness stated that the lueen taketh a bath
once every three months whether her person need it or no".
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Incidentally, it is stated that James 1 never hBd a bath nor
even washed for fear of injuring his complexion. To make up for
this, however, he occasionally dipped the tips of his fingers in
rose ter,
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Even in the eighteenth century there were still many rich
persons who never bathed. Taking Frederick the Great for instance
reports state that when he was undressed for burial he was found
to be a rich mahogany colour.
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For all these reports, there is an expression still popular
to the effect that "Cleanliness in next to Godliness" - so where
is the comparison.
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Whilst upon the subject of esrly practices obtaining in the
past so far as bathing is :::oncerned, an extract from the Mancheste
Guardian dated August 4th 1930 may be of interest, for it points
that
3t
whilst a joke may be made of the Bill introduced in the
Polish Parliament to make it compulsory for people to have a bath
at least once a month, it is of historical interest to know how
the vievs on the virtues of weshin have been brought to the
forefront.
When a Don went up to Uxford and ennuired about a Bath, he
as met with the remark 'Bath', you're only up here for eight
week
:>
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This was a fiar expression of current opinion eighty or ninety
yesrs ago.
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..i\.nother example was that London Had not a single private
bath room in 1800, and when the Lord Mayor· in 1912 asked for a
shower bath, his request was sharply turned down on the grounds
that "the need of the same hos not been hithertofore complained
o".

or

From records which have been traced in the daily newspapers
it is stated th t; the first bathroom in a private residence in
the United States of America was installed by an Adam 'I'homson
at; Cincinattvi in 1842, but was violently denounoed by the Doctors
of that age on the ground that the indulgence it invited would
cuase such complaints as phthisis, rheumatic fevers, inflammation
of the lungs and the whole category of zymotie diseases.
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Another rather interesting i tem which appeared in the
Manchester Guardian on Augus·b 4th 1930 stated that in 1843
Philadelphia had considered an ordinance forbidding persons havin
a bath between November lst and March 15th, but the cause of
cleanliness won the fight by only 2 votes.
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In Virginia, U.S.A. the opinion then held of the ttBath Tub"
was shown by the fact a
30 tax Was "clapped" on anyone
having a bath, whilst the authorities of Boston U,SA. determined
to stand no nonsense, and forbade anybody to have a bath except
on the advice of a Doctor.
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It is interesting to note that in the year 1?42 there
was in existance inGlasgow, ea Public Wash House which was
erected on 'The Green', where 'Tubs, Stools and Hot Water'
were supplied at a moderate charge. At the beginning this
establishment was for a few years run by the 'Master of Worlcs',
but was later hired out to 'Iacksmen' who, judging by the
periodical changes hi ch took place, had difficulty in making
a success of it.
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The first Public Baths in Glasgow were erected in 1800
by a well kn6wn philanthropist, Mr. William Harley, and were
situated in Baths Street at the head of Nile Street, and
consisted of four small Swimming Baths (cold water only) and
five stretching Baths for men end five for women.
A description of the various types of baths and charges
made in 1800 makes interesting reading:-
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COLD BATHS.
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hone Swimming Bath for Gentlemen, forty feet long by twenty
feet wide, and four feet six inches deep. One ditto for
ladies, twenty feet long by twelve feet wide and three feet
six inches deep. One ditto f'or Boys, twelve feet long by
ten feet wide and two feet nine inches deep, and one ditto
for Girls, twelve feet long by ten feet wide and two feet
six inches deep".
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¥ive stretching baths for Gentlemen, viz: One of Marble,
two of Arbroath stone, and two of deal. Three chairs or
reclining baths of stone and two shower baths. The same
number and quality of baths are fitted in the Ladies'
Compartments, and the avenues to same are formed with
Shrubberies and are ouite distinct from those leading to
the Gentlemens' Baths. 'I'he lot Baths have all dressing
rooms attached tothem and are provided with every suitable
convenience. A small Saloon is fitted up for the use of
bathers and is supplied with London and Glasgow newspapers.

TIRMS.

FOR ALL THE COLD BATHS

One year
,
. £2. 2, 0.
Half year .........•..... 1.11. 6.

Saloon
tt

.

.........

8/5/6

ive

Saloon ......•.•••.. 3/-

£1. 1. 0.

"

10. 6.

1. 0.

1/-
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One Quarter ••••••••••••
One Month•••·••••••••••·
Single Bath ••. ···•·•••••

For Small Swimming Baths, Shower and Stretching Baths adjoining.

---------------------------------------------------------------Saloon
. 8/One year ............•...
£1. 11.6.
.
. 5/6
1. 1. 0.
Half year •··•••·•••••·•
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3/15.0.
One Q,uarter ........•....
1/One Month ..........•....
"
II

,

II

Single Bath .•...........

6.

Hot, uold and tepid bathing in the Chair and Stretching Baths.

or

-- ------------------------·-------------------------Cold,
Hot. --~--reoid.

sH
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Marble or Chair Hot Baths
.
Subscribers to the cold Baths ....•
Stone Hot Baths
.
Subscribers to Cold Baths
.
Deal Hot Baths ................••

3/-

2/2/1/6d

1/-

2/-

l/6d

1/1/3a.

1/6ad

1/6d

6d
6d

1/-

1/-

se

.

1 dozen Ticke:bs for Marble or Gha ir Hot Haths ........... £1. 10. 0,
II
II
tl
1. 1. 0,
Stone
1
"
"
"
"
It
10. 6,
Cold
Baths
1
"
"

ou

...........
..........................

as
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Two of the Cold Bath Tickets are taken for a
Warm Stone Bath and three for a Marble or
Chair Bath.
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The Wash house Section accommodated two hundred washers. The
Tacksman provided Hot and Gold ater, 10 large and 80 small Tubs
and 10~ stools. These articles were available to any person who
chose to apply for them, in consideration of the following dues:-

an

Hot & Cold Water for a days washing of one
person without the use of Tubs and Stools .....•.... 4d.

Ba
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Hot & Cold Water for half a days washing
without the use of Tubs and Stools ..... : ...........• 3d

One days use of Washing 1'ub ............• ..
1

I ••••••••••

ld

Une days use of smell 'l'ub or Bo:fne .•........•....... ½d
One days use of a washing stool

....................la
2

When to persons ure one tub (commonly called a Rubber)
an additional charge is made for Hot Water of three half penoe
a day or one penny for half a day.

ive

3 pailfuls of warm water for sinding (rinsing)...... ld,
Boiling Ulothes in large boiler for 1 hour ......•.• 8d
11
n small
n
, • • . • • • • • 5d
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Clothes if kept in the Washing House all night at the
risk of the Tacksman, to pay, per boyneful, one penny.
Night Watching of a day's washing of clothes laid out
on the Green for Bleaching, if removed by 8 o'clook
next morning 3d, if not removed by then 6d. Ditto if
sheets or bed covers 4d, if not removed by 8 o'clock
8a.

or

Clothes which have not been washed in the lashing House
are to be paid for at double rates for night watching.

sH
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(The 'lacksman on receiving the fee for latching or Storing
ensured the clothes against theft. The persons who watched
clothes through the day had no connect ion with • the 'I'acksmanthey usually made a charge according to the duty performed.)
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Persons injuring the 'I'acksman's ''I ubs or Stools by
accident or otherwise to pay a reasonable sum for
repairing same.
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Notwithstanding the above regulations and dues, any citizen
could bleach clothes on the Green which had been washed at home,
without charge and they could warm watering pots and wash at the
side of the river without paying any dues, provided by so doing
their operations were not offensive to others, and not harmful
to the Green.

dW

'I'he Stone Reservoir in the ashing house was originally
supplied with water from the Glasgow Water Docks Company (1813)
It as l9 ft. 6 ins, in circumference and 5 ft. high - 8" deep.
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There were two other Public Washing Houses in the northern
quarters of the City.on the North lest Bank of the Molindinar
Burn, one of them being privately owned, the other belonging
to a Gharity. The rates were similar to the Washing House on
the Green,

I

6
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The last record respecting the establishment adjoining
the Infirmary on Piccadilly is dated for the year 1832.
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It; is evident, however, that the provision of facilities
for bathing and wshing in the City was both a necessary and
essential health service, because an influential section of
the cornmuni·ty arranged and held meetings regarding this question
and finally, on March loth 1845, appointed a Committee to make
the necessary arrangements for the holding of a Fancy Dress Ball
in aid of funds for the 'Establishment of Public Baths and Wash
Houses". This event took place on Wednesday, April 30th 1845 and
in addition to being a great social success, realised a net profit
of approximately £400 with which to finance the proposed scheme.
This amount was later increased by Donations and Subscriptions to
a total of £?00.
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An interesting Souvenir of this Function is a framed picture
dipicting the interior of the Tree 'Trade Hall during the evening
of the Ball, and this has been on exhibition in the Board Room
of the Victoria Baths, High Street, Manchester l3, for some years.
(This was the property of the writer who handed the same over to
the baths & lash Houses Committee in May l945 along with other
descriptive articles, records, statistics, photographs etc. upon
his retirement from the position of General Superintendent after
having held the office for over 24 years,)

as
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A perusal of the 'List of Patrons, Patronesses, Stewards,
etc. who took part in the Fancy Dress Ball is interesting, many
of the names included being still prominent family ones in
Manchester today,
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In addition to the above list, there is a full description
of the arrangements 'made inside the Hall, for such a brilliant
affair including the Ball Room, Refreshment Wine and Supper Rooms,
along with a complete list of the persons present together with
their addresses and the Fancy Costumes worn on that occasion.

an

There is also the list of the Stewards taking part, full
details of their costumes and the names and order of all the Dances
for the full evening.
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The result of this splendid effort was that the Committee
responsible decided to procure premises which would besuitable
and easily adapted for the purpose required. In this they were
eventually successful and obtained a large house connected with the
al:l'Manchester Mills' situated in Millers Lane, Nr. Rochdale Road,
(late St. Georges Road) which consisted of a good sized house of
three stories, with excellent cellars and a yard at the back, the
whole of which was obtained for a moderate rent.
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After the necessary alterations and additions had been
made it; was expected that the accommodation afforded in the
washing and laundry departments would consist of 5 pans for
boiling, 45 tubs for washing clothes, each having taps for
hot and cold water, and a drying apparatus, In the bathing
department a plunge bath 22 ft, long x 12 ft. 6 ins, wide was
provided and there were also 6 private baths for females and
1 Private bath for Males. These could be used either Hot or
and in addition a Vapour Bath was included in the equipment.
Room also was available for any extension in the number of Baths
is recuired.
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It must be admitted that great credit should be accorded
to those responsible for the provision of facilities for all
classes of the community.
A waiting room which was furnished wi ·th books, and apartments
for the Superintendent who had to reBide on the premises were also
included in the establishment.
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The final scheme, however, so far as bathing accommodation
was concerned, provided 18 baths - 6 for Females on the ground
floor and l2 for Males on vhe upper floors, these being contained
in rooms divided into cubicles by partitions. In the cellars 26
tubs and the necessary apparatus was provided for the washing of
clothes,

hH

Arrangements were made with the Manchester & Salford Works
Company for the supply of water.

as

These Baths & liash House were opened to the General Public
on September ?th 1846, the first Superintendent being a Mr. Thomas
Harding
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The following ere the list of charges that had been operative
from the date of opening for use by the General Public.
2d & 6d

Washing Compartments with use
of drying room

1d per four hours.

an

Pri vs.te Bath, including towels

according to class used.

ths

A perusal of the Report and Balance Sheet submitted to the
Meeting of the Committee responsible for the Miller Street Baths
&clashHouseheldintheyear 1854is most interesting,and the
following extract regarding the financial aspect clearly outlines
the results of the working of the establishment for nearly 8 years.
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It might be pointed out that che figures appended herewith
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for ?·i years
Bathers
Washers

Income

202,883

II

35,720

.
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Credit Balance

8,155. 14, 10.
148. 15. s.
3,502, 11.

6,

2,728. 15,

o.

or

Working expenses:~
£355 per year for ?-;,f years
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are the only ones published shewing the actual Income and
Expenditure since the date of opening of the Baths&, Wash
House.

£

573. 15.

e.
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Immediately the transfer of the Mayfield and Leaf Street
Baths had been effected, the Committee decided to endeavour
to obtain a site for a new Baths to cater for the Working
Class District of Ancoats. They eventually obtained a suitable
plot of land for a new Baths bounded by New Islington - Baker
Street - Horne Street - and the passage at the back of the
houses in Pott Street. The area of the plot was 2,246.5/9th
sq3. yds, and the cost %7,43l-2-0. The City Council approved
of the acquisition and the price of the land on August lst 1877,

sH
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The scheme contemplated for this Bath was far in advance
and more ambitious, so far as accommodation was concerned, than
either the Mayfield or Leaf Street Baths, and comprised:-

se

Males 1st Class Swimming Bath -- 90 ft. long x 30 rt. wide
varied in depth from 3 ft. to 5 ft. 6 ins, with 56
Dressing Boxes. In addition l8 private porcelain wash
baths were erected on th gllery above the Swimming
bath with divisions made of en:smelled slate.

ou

Males 2nd Class Swimming Bath - 109 ft. long x 30 ft. wide
with 82 Dressing Boxes and 36 private Baths on the
gallery - similar to the lst Class Bath.

hH

Small Females Swimming Pond
Waiting ±ooms for each set of Baths.

as

(The water in the Swimming Baths was heated by means of Steam
Pipes fixed round the bottom of the ponds.)
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Eighteen Private Wash Baths for .tt'emales, complete with
waiting rooms.
Central Wash House and Laundry for the establishments own
washing of towels etc.

ths

an

Superintendents residence, Engine and Boiler House, and
Engineers Work Shop.
To complete and cover the whole area purchased, there were

twoPublicHallsincluded,one on the ground level, the other

Ba

built upon this on the first floor.

The whole scheme and equipment was far in advance of any
Bath that had been previously erected, and showed great foresight
on the part of those members of the Council and Officials
concerned.
The Memorial Stone for this building was laid on December
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14th 1878 by Councillor Thomas Bright, the first Chairman of
the Baths &; lash Houses Com ittee, and finally the whole of the
establishment was opened for use by the General Public on
May 1st 1880 by Alderman Patteson, Mayor of Manchester.
New Islington Baths has therefore, the honour and
distinction of being the first Municipal Bathing Establishment
erected by the Baths & Wash Houses Committee under the
jurisdiction of the City Council of Manchester.

Address.

Mayfield
Leaf St.
New Islington
Osborne St.
Gorton
Whitworth
Newton Heath
Cheetham
Red Bank
Pryme St.
Victoria
Moss Side
Bradford
Harpurhey
Armitage St.
Miles Flatting
Withington
Ne Quay St.
Levenshulme
Moston
Chorlton
Clayton
Workesleigh St.
Broadway

London Rd. Manchester
Stretford Rd. Hulme.
Baker St. Ancoats
Rochdale Rd. M/cr.
Hyde Rd. Gorton
Ashton Old Rd. Openshaw
Oldham Rd. Newton Heath
Cheetham Hill Rd. M/cr.
Axle St. Red Bank. M/or.
Chester Rd. Hulme.
High St. Chorlton-on-M.
Broadfield Rd. Moss Side.
Barmouth St. Bradford.
Rochdale Rd. Blackley
Hyde Rd. Ardwick
Grant St. Hulme Hall Lane.
Burton Rd.
Deansgate - M/cr.
Barlow Rd. Levenshulme
Dean Lane.
Manchester Rd. C-c--H.
Bank St. Clayton
Culcheth - Newton Heath
New Moston.

an
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Establishment.

( a)

Erected.
1.856

)

1.860

) a.

May lst. 1880
July 11. 1883
June 20. 1890
July 5. 1890
April 21.1891
April 4. 1894
March 24.1896
Dec, 24.1904
Sept. 10,1906
Gept. 10.1906
Aug. 26.1909
0ct. 29.1910
May
5.1911
May
5,1911
May
1.1913
Sept. 6.1914
0c. 10.1921
0ct. 13.1927
Sept. 19.1929
Dec. 17.1931
Dec. 17.1931
Ju1y

)
) b.

)
- c.

13.1932.

{ b)

These were built by the M/or. & Salford Baths & Laundries
vompany and purchased from them by the City of Manchester
in 1877.
Handed over to the City of Manchester upon Amalgamation.

(c)

Closed down and finally disposed of in 1934.

ths
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Appended below is a summary of' the building programme
for Public Wash & Swimming Baths under the control of the
Manchester Corporation.
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Having outlined the progress made and the dates of opening
of the various bathing establishments, it may be interesting to
draw attention to special facts and detailed descriptions of
some of the Public Baths.

or

A few years after the Leaf Street Baths had been purchased
by the Corporation it was found that bathing facilities for
Females, especially swimming, was being requested, and with an
endeavour tom eet this new demand the Baths Committee decided
to construct a Ladies Swimming Bath on the vacant land belonging
to the Vo:mittee at a cost of £4,677. This was the first pool
built in Manchester for the exclusive use by Ladies, and a
fore-runner of many more in the• years which followed.
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When the New Islington and Cheetham Baths were erected,
included in each scheme was a Public Hall, Unfortunately, these
Halls were not patronised to any great extent and it was consider
that a mistake had been made by the inclusion of such accommodatic
by the Baths Committee, especially owing to the fact thet all
the Municipal Halls in the City were then under the control of
the ''own Tall Conittee.

hH
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It was, therefore, decided on May 17th 1911, to ask the
Town Hall Committee to take over full control, including the
booking etc. of both the Cheetham artd New Islington Halls. This
request was agreed to and a payment of a sum of £30 :per annum
for each establishment fixed. Certain conditions were attached
to the transfer, which were agreeable to both Committees.
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The above arrangerrents continued until the year 1920 whep,
after an aplication had been made by the Baths Committee, it
was agreed by the Ion Hall Committee that the amount of the
payment to be made in the future should be increased from £30
per Hall to 60, bringing the total vp to £120 per annum.

ths

an

As time went on Public Halls came to be in great demand
and the Ba hs Committee realised that the same would be of
great advantage and well patronised for Dancing, Concerts, etc.
and regretted having made the transfers referred to above, but
it was realised that having been the instigators of the above
arrangements they could not request the return of the two halls
to them. 'I'hey decided to convert one of the Swimming Ponds at
Victoria Baths into a Public Hall by covering the same with
wooden flooring and opening the same for public use for uoncert s,
Meet;ins,
Dancingetc.
This was in l922 and since that; date
6 other establishments have also been converted.
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I'rom a survey made of the map of Manchester, it will readily
be seen that there are no Public Baths in the centre of the City,
This is unfortunate, for such a building is most essential in
that area, particularly in vie of the large number of visitors
and big floating population.
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A splendid opportunity, however, was missed to remedy this
defect when a req_uest was made by the City Council to the Baths
Committee on the 15th September 1909, asking whether they had
any requirments involving the erection of new buildings upon
the old Royal Infirmary site in Piccadilly. Unfortvuntely the
Committee passed a resolution to the effect that they hod no
requirements in that direction. Whether anything definite would
have accrued in problematical, but still it was worth trying
for -- what a splendid and suitable site it would have made, for
the erection of an up to date modern Public Baths in such an
area would almost certainly heve been well patronised when opened
for Public use.
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I'he ryme Street Baths, erected in Chester Road, Hulme
included in the scheme a Public Wash House, the 2nd to be
erected in the City. '!'his was a new building, and from the
experience gained at New Islington (where a portion of the
building was converted into a Wash House) vast improvements
and the installation of more modern equipment was made possible
all this being to the benefit of the women patronising the Wash
House.

hH
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As this new establishment was situated in a very congested
and poor working class area, an innovation was put into operation
so far as the Wash Baths were concerned. The Baths Committee
realised that the future patrons would not be well off so far as
money was concerned, and in an endeavour to help and assist to
inculcate the habits of cleanliness in the population of that
district, the price of admission to the Wiash Baths was fixed at
ld each. This charge included one large towel, together with a
piece of soap. The charge for the use of the Wash House was
lkd per hour. '
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By providing such modern facilities and equipment within
easy reach of their homes ad due to the reasonable charges, the
establishment was an immediate success, and from the date of
opening up to the present time, has been one of the most regularlJ
and best patronised establishment under the Baths Committee's
control. The date of opening was December 24th 1904.
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A further step in the provision of new Batlrn wn s taken upon
the acquisition of the Barnes Green Tramways Depot from the
Tramways Comrittee on the lst March 1905. The area was equal
to 5420 sq yds, and the cost £1,000 - payable in 10 yearly
installments of £100 each. There was also a Chief Rent attached.

Thissite waseventually cleared and the presentHrpurhey
Baths &; Public Wash House erected thereon, the same being opened
for public use on Uctober 29th 191U, a matter of 5 years from
the completion of the purchase of the land.

bout this time, it was intendsd to extend swimming facilit;i
for females at the Uheetham Baths, and with this object in view
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enquiries were made by the City Surveyor regarding four houses
adjoining that establishment in an endeavour to purchase the
same if possible. Eventually the houses referred to were
bought by the vommittee end an area of approximately 710 sor.
yds obtained.
The intention of obtaining possession was to demolish the
property and extend the existing building thus providing an
extra swimming bath. 'Ihis was about the year 1907, but for
reasons unknown to the writer, no steps were taken up to' the
year l945, the houses still rem ining tenanted, and no additional
swimming; facilities being provided for the district.
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on September loth l906 a new bathing establishment was
opened at Broadfield Road, Moss Side.
'I'his Bath was originally
the scheme of the moss Side Urban District vouncil, but came
under the jurisdiction of the Gi ty of Manchester upon amalgamatvior
'l'his building was partly erected before the Baths Committee took
control, and was situted on a plot of land adjoining the
Gleansing Committee's Destructor Works, arrangern.ent s having been
made for the latter Department to supply the necessary steam for
heating the building and the supply of hot water required for
the Baths.
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This did not prove a very satisfactory proposition, particule
from the Baths Committee's point of view, and it was eventually
cancelled and a large Lancashire Steam Boiler purchased and fitted
up on land adjoining the Baths which proved far more beneficial.
In addition there was another very important drawback, that of
the close proximi ·ty to the Destructor 'orks, a large amount of
dust being blown into the Baths and settling over the building,
especially on the top of the water in the Swimming Pool.
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At the present time this does not apply, as the Destructor We
have been closed down, so that the Baths Department have no
complaint to make so far as 11dust11 is concerned from that directic
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It was evident that as early as 1880 the residents of the Cit
were keenly interest in bathing, for old records have proved that
on December 30th of that year a Memorial or Petition was submitted
to the Council from the residents of Chorlton on Medlock and
neighbourhood urging the establishment of Coporotion Swimming
Baths in the district, specially mentioning a plot of land situate
in Denmark Road which would cater for that district in addition
to the Greenheys area. The matter was referred to the Baths
Committeefortheir consideration, but evidently wasnot favourabl
received, for nothing was done. In fact it was not until the
year 1906 a matter of 26 years after the petition had been receive
that the Victoria Baths, High Street, Chorlton on Medlock were
opened for public use,
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Previously, a plot of land and buildings situated in Wilmslow
Road, Monmouth Street and Moor Street, Rusholme (part of the estat
of the late Councillor Samuel Royle) was offered to the Baths
Committee in 1888.
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The area of land was 4658 sqr. yds and the buildings a
small Ice Skating Rink (the first in England) and a small
Swimming Bath 54 ft. sqr. with tiled sides and bottom and
the necessary dressing rooms. In addition there was a childrens
bath, together with pumping enines, stem boilers etc.
The water required was obtained from a natural spring with
ample supply. the holding capacity of the Swimming Bath was
40,000 gallons and the water was pumped from the spring in
approx. 5 hours,
The amount asked for the land and buildings was £8,000
but on July 30th 1889 the Baths Committee decided not to accept
the offer

or

In later years alterations and extensions were made to the
buildings and the same converted into a Picture House or Cinema.
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A very important aspect of the above offer was, that when the
Victoria Baths vere first contemplated in 1900, it was remembered
that there had been a well attached to Royles Baths and as the
district was adjacent to the plot of land (5626 sqr. yds) which
had been purchased and which as situated in High Street, Chorlton
on Medlock, the Committee were of the opinion that if a well was
sunk on the site they acquired, they would. become the owners of
a good supply of water from the natural spring.( This supposition
proved correct, but many difficulties had to be overcome.)
,
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It was, therefore, decided to make an experiment and ·commence
boring operations to see if it was possible to obtain a sufficient
quantity of ell water for use in the Baths insted of using the
ordinary supply from the mains of the Corporation Water Works
Committee, and thus be independant of the towns main. 'Ihis would
prove most helpful during hot summer weather, especially after
long dry spells when restrictions were imposed and supplies
curtailed.
Under sµch circumstances it is most serious if the
baths have to close down owing to water shortage, especially as
these usually occur during the summer months or "Busy Period" and
to refuse bathers admission is nothing short of a calamity.
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Well boring operations were commenced and when these had
reached a depth of 200 feet from the surface it was found that
the coal measure strata had been reached with no sins of water.
The Committee, therefore, decided to obtain expert advice and
opinion regarding the wisdom of continuing or ceasing boring
operations. After discussion, full details and samples of the
various stratvas passed through were forwarded to Professor W,
Boyd Dakins FR.S. of the Manchester Univesity,(Owens College)
as he was a recognised authority and expert in these matters·
asking for his opinion regarding the desirability of continuing
operations.

The Professor, after due consideration, gave the following
opinion to the Baths Committee:In my opinion it is no use bowing urther in search of water
and I advise you to -stop the boring".
He also stated in his report that:"no water is likely to be found at a less depth than 2,000
Ro<»
oet,
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and if found at that; depth Would hold out no hope of a sufficient
or permanent supply".

or
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This was a great set back to the idea of the Committee, who
had started on the project with great hopes of success. However,
some members were convinced that water could be obtained and
before the scheme was finally closed, further advice was sought
from a few well known and recognised firms of well borers as to
their opinion of proceeding to a greater depth. Eventually it was
decided to continue boring and this was done until a depth of
760 ft. was reached, when those who had upheld the scheme were
rewarded, The necessary strata was reached which yielded a
continuous supply of water at the rate of approximately 20,000 galls
per hour for a lenthy period. This was a most satisfactory ending
a project which at one time shewed signs of turning out an utter
failure. The bore hole varied from 4%" at the bottom to 18 at too
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It can here be stated that in.the year 1944 there is no
difficulty in obtaining l5,000 gallons of water per hour from this
well whenever it is required.
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This was an innovation so far as Baths were concerned in havin
their own water suuply and I am of the opinion that at the time
this was the only Public Bath in the country so equipped,
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Success having thus been secured it was essential that the
necessary equipment such as an Air Comoresso for lifting the water
from the ground, storage and settling tanks etc. should be provided
All this machinery etc. was therefore included and fixed during
the erection of the building. Two large tanks 7ere built; over the
Boiler and Engine House, thus forming a substantial roof for that
part of the Baths, The holding capacity of the tanks is approx.
189,000 gallons and they are capable of almost filling the three
swimm:Lng Baths, the capacity of the latter being 206,000 gallons,
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For administration purposes the above have proved beneficial
in many ways, in addition to representing a great saving in the
cost of water had the same been drawn from the Towns mains and paid
for at the usual rates,
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The High Street or Victoria Baths were the most modern and
up to date Bthing stablishment in the country when opened for
public use on September 10th 1906 and deputations from Local
Authorities all over the country and even from the Continent have
visiced the same. High appreciation has been expressed of such
splendid, well built and up to date, attractive baths and of the
excellent equipment, and proved what a fine incentive Manchester
had given to other Municipalities to copy their example.
Although at that time the capital cost of the buildings
and equipment was considered to be very high, the results have
proved, after being in use by the general public for a period of
38 years, that the outlay was justified and areciated. It;
can with truth be stated, that even in the year 1945 the Victoria
Baths, Manchester, are still looked upon by members of Local
Authorities and Officials as one of the finest bathing establishmen
in the country,
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In addition to the usual amenities provided in Public Baths
there are one or two additional phases which have been incorporated
in the scheme.
The three Swimming Baths are all the same length - viz, 75 ft.
but each one varies in width from 45 ft. in the Males lst Class
or Gala Bath, 40 ft. in the Males 2nd Class Bath and 33 ft. in
the Females Bath.

or

In the large Gala Bath. ( which has a gallery with tip up
seats all round specially designed for the purpose of seating
spectators at Swimming Galas) more Special Championships and
International vents have taken place than in any other bath in
Manchester.
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Included in the scheme was a modern and up to date, well
equip,oed 'l'urkish and Russian Bath, whilst an innovation was
tried of the· provision of a Cycle store fitted with stands,
chains and padlocks where bathers could leave their machines
whilst bathing without risk of loss. This idea proved highly
satisf::,ctory and most successful.
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In the original scheme an Istablishtent Laundry was included
with modern machinery in talled, but upon the opening of the
Central Establishment Laundry at Moss Side· this was closed down,
all machinery dismantled and transferred and that part of the
building· converted into a general Stores for the whole of the
Department large stocks of all commodities being held in readiness
for any emergency.
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It was at the Victoria Baths and the Whitworth Baths,
Openshaw, that the first set or "Aline or Sun Ray" Baths were
installed, and considering that this treatment was something
entirely new so far as Public Baths were concerned, the experiment
proved highly satisfsctory and well patronised for some time.
After a fe years, however, tvhe attendances gradually declined
until the Comittee were compelled to close down completely this
branch of their work.
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This was most unfortunate for undoubtedly Sun Ray Treatment
given by trained and experienced staff such as the Bath Department
possessed was most beneficial and health givi'iig, especially in
Manchester where the climatic conditions did not allow the ordinar
general public to gain real "sunlight" in any great degree.
Anotherexperimentwhichhas had its first trial at the Victor
Baths in 1922, was that of covering over the large Gala Bath with
wooden flooring during the winter months, panelling the front of
the dressing boxes, erecting a platform, and converting the same
into a Public Hall to be let out on hire for Concerts, Meetings
Dancing etc. This proved an immediate success and. wss well
patronised until the outbreak of the war in 1939.
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The results thus obtained were a great incentive to the
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Facilities provided for the benefit of. the General Public
by the erect;ion of Public Wash Houses.

or

You have a worried mother in a busy house of two or
three rooms, struggling with a heap of dirty clot he s whicb
leave her at the end of the day itch
breaking back and
frayed temper, and you have a tired husband coming home to
steaming, dripping washing, hung like banners across the
kitchen.

ou
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In an age of science, machinery and labour saving devices,
muscle and sweat, vvi th hard work and hot water are the. cleansing
agents here. The crowded kitchen or perh ps on dry day, the
smutty street j_s the drying ground. Washing obsesses the family
for half the eel, It is the housewife's nightmare, the regular
event which puts years on her age, and take s the bloom off her
• cheeks. For all that civilization has done for her in the way
of making washing easier in the home, she might as well have
been born in the stone age, better indeed, for fashion
prescribed less raiment then, and washing day, had they believed
in washing which they did not, would have involved little more
trouble than the rinsing out of a few handkerchiefs.
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This is where the Baths & Wash Houses Committee has come in
to redress the bal8.nce, and ati;em_pt to banish soap suds from
homes like these by the ere et ion of a number of Public Wash
Houses, providing facilities whereby one person can do the
weekly washing for a family of five persons in an average time
of less than three hours. Each washer has the exclusive use of
the most up-to-date equipment - viz:
washing stall which
comprises a washing, rinsing and boiling trough along with
separate drying rack, Hydro Extractor, Mangle and Irons etc. with
a plenttful supply of hot and cold water and steam, together
with the usual utensils such as Scrubbing and Foot Boards,
Bucket, Lading Can, Dolly Tub, Fosser and Boiler Stick, necessary
for the purposes of ashing.
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These facilities ere a gret boon and removed from the home
what in so many cases was one of the greatest discomforts of the
week

Ba

The Baths &: lash Houses Committee thus put at the disposal
of the working woman such equipment that even the rich did not
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posses in their own homes, but with all the facilities provided,
it is s. strange c01mnentary on the nature of human pride that even
with these temptations staring them in the face, many women
took a long time before they would give up the dign:i.ty of slaving
at washing in the primitive conditions of their own homes.
However, vanity, if not commonsense sometimes comes to the rescue.
loring women find. that in the cOimnunal Wash Houses they can
turn out clothes as white as any Laundry could do, and gradually
some of the drab underclothing that home washing made necessary
was re-placed by white garments.

se
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The uride which disdains the scientific use of the Public
iiash House and prefers the primative labour of the cramped
kitchen with the drying properties of-the dirty street to the
clean magic of a Hydro Extractor and Heated Drying Chamber is
giving way before the bare facts of the situation.
The latest
development is meking "ash Day" a pleasure, as the Soap
Advertisements would put it, and is likely to break down the last
piece of predjudice against washing in public and making the
dwellers in semi-detached suburbia envious of the facilities
afforded to their sisters in the more congested areas of the
wage earning districts.·

hH
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The provision of the latest and most up-to-date system of
Mechanical Rotary Washing Machines which has now been installed
in all the Public ash Houses in the Uity, eliminates all manual
labour and has revolutionised Washing Day to such an extent that
a woman can now wash, dry and iron a large femily wash in one
hour and a half.

as

What would entail a hole day of long back breaking labour
where washing is regarded as a sacred rite to be performed in
the home, now means only absence of one and a half hours of the
womans time from hoe if undertaken in the Public lash House.
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In the latest equipment - i.e. Rotary lashing Machines, all
the essential appliances and utensils recuired for waching are
provided to the sare extent; as for those washing on the 'ashing
Stalls as outlined above, with the exception that in place of
a stall with 3 compartments a special po1'celain trough is
installed, and the use of an extra Drying Rack is alloe&.
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The experience gained in the administration of a Public
i.fosh House is that from the very large number of women who
patronise the various establishments, there are a good percentage
who are either very forgetful, absent minded, or have no idea of
the articles of clothing they bringm or who have been using some
of the appliances to which they have no right. This refers to
the large quan-tity of articles left in the Wash Houses, which
at the end of each day are collected, handed into the Ticket
0ffi6e and entered in a book kept for that purpose.
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Some of the reasons may be attributed to the "Professional
asher ho is not fully acquainted witch the type or number of
articles which she has brought to wash - or to the woman who
has a large wash (far in excess of an ordinary one) and who
consequently takes advantage - if she sees a vacant Hydro or
Drying Rael\'. of utilising the same without payment until the
person who has actually booked the appliance comes along, finds
the clothes, clears them of£ and takes the same to the Picket
Office.
'l'he person who has been trying to get something for
nothing is either afraid to enquire about the clothes in case
she gets into trouble with the staff, or she goes away from the
establishment under the impre·ssion that the same have been stolen.
That idea is not true and is proved by the thousands of articles
of clothing left and unclaimed during the period of a year's
working. 'The system now in operation is that at the end of each
six months all the clothes left in the various establishments
are sold by :Public Auction and from tbe results obtained a good
revenue is credited to the Depertrnonts accounts,
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To obviate a great deal of unnecessary trouble, the washers
themselves can hel considerably by the simple process of making
enquiries at the Ticket Office giving a full description of the
articles they believe to have been lost or stolen.
In the event
of such articles having been found and return to the office the
rightful owner ill receive the same upon signing her name in the
book kept for the purpose.
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In the yea 1938 the City of Manchester celebrated the
Centenary of the granting of a Charter of Incorporation, and an
exhibition wes held embr cing the vhole of the services of the
Corporation in order to g:i.ve the Genersl Public first hand informs:
and full details of hut the City was doing to cater for their nee
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The baths &: .4ash Houses Comui ttee tool advantage of this
opportunity by bringing forcibly to the notice of the public the
great advantages obtainable fo "lash Day" in a modern Public
t::·ash House equipped with all the essential machinery and labour
saving devices as against the drudgery and dreariness of washing
at home, illustr ting ho the latter was injurious to the health
of all the family and a burden to the housewife.
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'I'he exhibits wcre styled "Comfort" and "Discomfort'' and a grei
deal of interest was shown by the public and was undoubtedly the
means of a laper number of omen becomin; convinced that wash da
at home (lasting so long) was not w or·th wM.le when compared with tl
very short time required to do the same work in a Public "t7ash Hous,
hence the patronage of this section of Municipal enterprise has be
on tl:e j_ncrease for some time.
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Even in the yer 1846 the importance of Wash Houses was
appreciated, hence the interest which as shen in providing
the excellent facilities for the washing of clothes. An
extract from an article on Public Baths and Wash Houses in a
weekly newspaper dated June 17th of that year states:-
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"The utility of Public 1fash 1:iouses is even greater than that of
Baths, It is most desirable that washing should be rendered as
cheap and as easy as possible, also that the discomfort of
washing in the small dwelling house should be avoided. It is
most desirable that the poor should be induced to wash their
clothing much more frequently than at present, but this they
will not do unless washing is rendered more economical and less
inconvenient by providing means for ashing clothes away from
home. It is not improbable that washing of clothes will some
time be carried out by the aid of machinery".
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How true the sentiments contained in the last few lines were,
has been proved by the present day equipment of Public Wash Houses,
wherein the facilities provided include Washing Stalls and Washing
Machines, and those pioneers will be respected and appreciated
for their ambitions and ideas have borne good fruit and proved
a blessing to the working class housewife.
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In 1854 the provision of Public Baths and ash Houses was
very much to the fore and received a great deal of consideration
and attention, for on December 18th a Public Meeting was held in
the Manchester T·own Hall under the chairmanship of the Mayor of •
Manchester and attended by a large number of influell'tial citizens.
The result of this and many other meetings was that a Company
as 'formed under a Royal Charter called the "Manchester &: Salford
Baths & Laundries Company".
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It was not long before the ne Company got to work and a
suitable plot of land was purchased in Boardman Street and
Birmingham Street near London Rood at a charge of 9.d per sqr. yd.
Upon this site was erected the 'Mayfield" Baths and these were
opened for public use on June 24th 1857. In addition, the above
Company also built, and on the 27th August 1856, opened for public
use a Bath in Rolla Street and Collier Street, Greengate, Salford.
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In the year 1856, the
Companypurchasedfromthe
land on which the old Work
New Road) for the erection

iianchester &
Guardians o
House of the
thereon of a

Salford Baths & Laundries
the Chorlton Union the
Union stood (in Stretford
bathing establishment.

Owing to financial difficulties, no steps were taken to
proceed with the scheme for two or three years, but eventually
the money re qui site for the scheme was obtained and the old or
House altered in such a manner as to allow of its conversion into
a bathing establishment, Public Wash House and Turkish Baths. This
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was opened for public use, under the name of the "Leaf Street
Baths &: lash House" in June 1860.

An examination of the old ground plan and the present
building is most interesting for many sections of the old Work
House are still to be found in the "Leaf Street Daths" of today.
The "Mayfield" and "Leaf Street" Baths continued to be used
as bathing establishments under the jurisdiction of the Private
Company until 1877.
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In the year 1876 the Uity Council became interested in the
question of the provision of Municipal Baths and Public Wash
Houses in Manchester, and a special Committee consisting or 12
members along with the Mayor, was appointed to consider and
report upon the subject.
Greet consideration was given the question by this Committee
and it was finally decided to pproach the Manchester & Sal ford
Baths & Launaries Company with a view to the purchase of the
"Mayfield II and "Leaf Street" Baths by the Corporation of Manchester
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After numerous ,interviews, communications, and lengthy
discussions had taken place, negotiations were entered into,
agreeme-nt reached, and terms agreed to, for the transfer of
the two above establishments from the Company to the Corporation
as "going concerns".
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The amount paid for the transaction was 19,000 plus Chief
Rents of £168-2-6 per annum for both buildings. This was a
splendid deal considering the equipment, capacity, etc. of the
buildings. The Baths Committee agreed to the transfer on June
5th 1877 and the City Council approved the purchase on June 6th
1877. Possession was taken over on September 29th 1877 and
the payment of the Capital Sum made on March 7th 1878.
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The City of Manchester had now embarked upon an enterprise
of Municipal activity which was to expand beyond the dreams of
any of the members of the Special Committee who had been responsibl
for the favourable consideration and contemplation of either the
acquisition or erection of Public Baths and Wash Houses.
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The Wash House Section of Municipal Enterprise, has however,
had an "up and down life". At the time the Corporation purchased
the Mayfield and Leaf Street Baths in 1877, both these establishmen
ad a publicashlouse attached, yet as early as 5 years afterward
(1882) the City Council decided to close down both these Wash House
owing to lack of patronage and the abuse made of them by the
professional washers. The cycle of usefulness, therefore, did not
run a long course about this time, and it was not until the year
1902 that the small establishment laundry at New Islington Baths
was converted into a more modern and up to date Public Wash House.
This contained only Washing Stalls, Hydro Extractors, Drying Horses
Mangles, Irons, etc.
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This branch of service was the first of its kind to be
instituted by the Corporation, and immediately proved to be a
great success, so much so, that extensions had to be made to
the existing Wash House by the conversion of the small Females
Swimming Bath to increase the accommodation provided.
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The experience and success obtained at New Islington gave
the Committee the incentive to add other establishments to the
list, and during the ensuing years no less than l9 extra Public
Wash Houses have been erected and opened for Public use, making
a total of 20 in all. The money expended on Capital outlay has
been repaid many times over, especially where the health of
the community is concerned, whilst he housewife's drudgery so
far as "ash day at home" is concerned has been eliminated, it
is to be hoped for ever. ln addition, the husband, wife, and
family are spared the inconvenience end unhealthiness of having
to live and take their meals in a house impregnated with steam
and the odour from the drying of damp clothing.
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lt was not, however, until the year 1927, when the Moston
ash louse, Dean Lane, was opened, that Rotary Washing lachines
were first introduced in the City of Manchester. Since that
date each of the .Public Wash Houses has been equipped with a
certain number of this most useful labour saving machine, until
at the present time there are a total of 127 Rotary Washing
Machines now installed. These are being used practically to
full capacity, and it is contemplated that a further 20 machines
will be- purchased and erected during the next; year or two.
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Proof of the success of providing machinery for the washing
of clothing is that no fewer than 700,000 women used these
appliances at all the Wash House Establishments during the 12
months ended March 3lst, 1944.
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Overleaf is a summary of the building programme for Public
Wash Houses under the control of the Manchester Corporation.
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New Islington
Pryme Street
Bradford
Harpurhey
Armitage Street
Miles Platting
New @uoy Street
Leaf Street
Gorton
Newton Heath
Osborne Street
Mayfield
Birch Street
Moston
Moss Side
South Street
Clayton
Workesleigh St.
Levenshulme
Herbert Street.

Baker Street, Ancoats.
Chester Hd. Hulme
Barmouth St. Bradford
Barnes Green, Blackley
Hyde Hoad, Ardwick
Grant St. Hulme Hall Lane

1902 (Bxtended 192£

Deansgate, Manchester

1914
1918
1928
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Address.
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Stretford Rd. Hulme
Hyde Road, Gorton
Oldham Rd. Manchester
Rochdale Rd. Manchester
London Rd. Manchester
Chancery Lane, Ardwick
Dean Lane, Maston
Caythorpe_ St. Moss Side
Stockport Rd. Longsight
Bank Street, Clayton·
·Culcheth, Newton Heath
Barlow Road, Levenshulme
Cheetham
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Erected.

Establishment

1904
1909
1910
1911

1911

1923
1923
1924
1925
1.927
i

1931

1.931
1931
1.931
1.931
1932
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The question of children being allowed in the Public
Wash Houses was brought prominently to the attention of the
Commit;tee following a serious accident which happened to a
young child who had entered the Wash House with its mother,
in 1912.
After due consideration it was decided that children
should not be admitted to any of the Public ash Houses except
for the purpose of interviewing their parents for the purpose
of obtaining advice and assistance on the questions of home
management eto.
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Unfortunately, some of the parents did not strictly adhere
to the regulation in its entirety and after another serious
accident to a youngster, it was definitely made compulsory that
under no circumstances whatsoever must any child be admitted
to any part of a Public Wash House and this regulation is still
operative at the present time.
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CHA PTR 9.

With a desire to improve the health of the community
the. Baths & Wash Houses Committee decided to provide space
and facilities for physical exercises and with this object
in view the Women's Swimming Bath at the Leaf Street and
Mayfield Baths was converted into a Gymnasia and equipped
for use during the winter months. At New Islington Baths
the basement as fitted up as a play room for children of
both sexes under l2 years of age.
•
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The charge for the use of the Gymnasia at Leaf Street
and Mayfield was d per person and for a monthly ticket;
4d each.
The opening ceremony was performed by Alderman John
Mark, the Mayor of Manchester in January 1891.

se

Free admission was granted to the children using the
play room at New Islington and the opening ceremony for this
centre was performed by Alderman Alfred Evans, Chairman of
the Baths Committee in February 1891.
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Although everything possible was done by the Committee
in providing such splendid facilities for health giving
exercises and providing a trained Instructor in attendance,
the attraction soon fades away, and both Gymnasia's were
closed down a few years later owing to lack of patronage.
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CHAPTER 10.

or

A most generous and thoughtful act af thanks and
appreciation took place on August 13th 1903, whereby
R.G, Lawson Esq. a well known Solicitor and Member of
the Manchester City Council and Baths Committee offered
to the latter a sum of money to be expended at the rate
of £5 per annum for prizes towards the encouragement of
breast stroke swimming in boys and girls under the age
of 13 years, resident in the Parliamentary Division of
Manchester.
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The reason given by the Donor for this generous
act was that as a boy he had learnt to swim in the Leaf
Street Baths, and as he had now the honour to be on the
Committee the gift was made as a token of appreciation.
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The Offer was accepted with hearty thanks, and
conditions for such races and prizes drawn up and put
into immediate operation. Competitions for these pb'izes
were held annually until the outbreak of war in 1939 with
great success.

CHAPTR 11.
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The first complete system of having Electric Call Bells fixed
in all the Private Wash Baths was adopted in 1897 and ever since
has been a permanent part of the equipment of modern bathing
establishments. This feature has proved a wise safe-guard u:pon
many occasions since that date, the reason for the original
innovation in Bath equipment being due to a fatal accident which
occurred in a private wash bath at the 'Mayfield establishment,
whereby a bather (subject to fits) lost his life by drowning.
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The duties of Bath attendants are many and varied in character
but the most important is that of' watch:Lng over the safety of bather;
both young and old, and preventing, if possible, accidents from
drowning, particularly in the Swimming Baths. With this object in
view the Baths & lash Houses Comitt;ee deemed it advisable that all
attendants should be proficient swimmers and capable of rendering
immediate assistance in cases of emergency. In an endeavour to
attain this object it was decided that the staff should endeavour
to gain the necessary knowledge and experience in the method of
resusitation of the apparently drowned as recommended by Dr.
Sylvester (an acknowledged expert~ that time) and thus make themselves proficient to put the same to practical use at any time if
so required. 'l'he whole of the staff ·took advantage of the facili tie:
provided for obtaining the necessary instruction, and practically
all passed the tests made at the termination of the classes. The
examination taking place in December 1900.

hH

Since that date it has been compulsory that all employees
engaged as Bath Attendants must; be Swimmers, whilst to be the
holder of a Life Saving Award is an added advantage to anyone
applying for this particular position in the Baths Department.
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It has always been the aim and desire of the Baths Committee
and its Officials to encourage in every way and to induce both
children and the adult general public to patronise the Baths and
make themselves proficient in the art of Swimming and Life Saving.
It was therefore, decided on April 15th 1903 to grant a free
season ticket, available for 12 months, to all children who were
winners of the various competitions promoted by the Manchester &
Salford District Schools Swimming Association; also to all members
of the Manchester City Police Force and Fire Brigade who were
successful in passing the tests of the Royal Life Saving Society,,
a ticket admitting them to any of the Corporation Baths as long as
they remained members of the Force or Brigade. This generous action
the Gommit;teehasbeen greatly appreciated by all those ho havebeer
the recipients of these free tickets.
In May l90, a resolution was passed asking for a report from
the General Superintendent upon tvhe practicability of establishing
classes for teaching life Saving in connection with the Baths.

scheme was prepared and accepted by the Committee and put int
operation in August l905, thus "Citizen's Life Saving Classes" were
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initiated and became a great and instant success.
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Manchester, but more particularly, the Baths Committee, have
therefore, the distinction and honour of being the pioneers in the
promotion and formation of Citizen's Life Saving Classes, and in
later years their scheme was copied by a number of other Municipalit
The following were the rules and conditions attached to the
scheme as first drawn up :-

or

Classes were to be formed itch a qualified instructor or
instrucress in attendance, the requisite books etc,
provided, and free admission to the baths granted during
the time the classes were being held,
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These classes to be divided into 2 sections - adults over
l6 years of age and juniors under l6 years of age - for
both sexes.
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At the termination of the course of instruction the
candidates would be examined by a representative of the
Royal Life Saving Society, and if successful, a special
presentation ticket would be granted admitting the bearer
to any Bath for twelve months, free of charge, In·
addition to these free passes a medallion and certificate
would be presented to the successful candidates by the
Royal Life Saving Society.

hH

'I'he awards offered for proficiency in Life Saving, were not
however, easily won, as the following outline of the examination
tes·ts indicate.
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Jach candidate must have a general knowledge of circulation,
respiration and resuscitation, in addition to proficiency in
rescue and release drill on land and in the water. Each candidate
must carry the patient 20 yerds in the ate, and show pep;fection
in four methods of release. Each competitor must swim 10 yards
on the breast,and 50 yards on the back without using the arms;
and be able to bring from the bottom of the Bath at tho deep end
an object, to prove they are able to get to the bottom is an
emergency demanded it, and bring the body to the surface.
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'l'his branch of the Committee's work :proved most successful,
right from the start anc. has been a recognised part of the activi tie
of the Department right up to the present time,
Theinaugurationofthese Citizen's lie Savin Glasses have
been the means of many thousands of Males and Females making
themselves profictent in the knowledge and practical application
of assistance in cases of drowning, and large numbers of lives have
been saved by the prompt application of the principles of
resuscitation of the apparently droRned in cases of emergency.
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I'ho eppointne nt of fully qualified ins true tor s with the
revisit;e knowledge of Life Saving and ability to impart the same
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to others especially in cl ass formation, was of considerable
importance and demanded serious consideration especially as the
success or failure of the whole scheme would be proved by the
results of the examination held at the end of each course of
instruction.
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The Committee, were however, fortunate in obtaining the service
of 4 fully qualified and proficient members of the Manchester City
Police J!'orce, by kind permission of the 1/a tch Committee and the
Chief Constable, 'These instructors consisted of l Inspector, 2
Sergeants and l Constable and all thanks and credit must be accorded
to them for the manner in which they carried out their duties and
for the results obtained. 'Eheir efforts me.de the scheme a lasting
and brilliant success and are still bearing good fruit· and carrying
on in l944 - a period of 4l. years from the institution of these
classes - a splendid and praiseworthy record.
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Owing to the keen interest shown by the General Public and
the large demands made for instruction in the various methods of
Life Saving which could not be met by the 4 Police Instructors
it was decided, that as many classes should be formed as ossible
and that members of the Baths Staff who were fully q_ualified should
be requested to act as Instructors, and that those carrying out;
these extra duties should be remunerated by a payment not exceeding
15/- per week in addition to their ordinary wages.
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Committee, and six other establishments have been likewise
converted and are all proving successful in meeting a long
felt want in many districts where there are no other Public
Halls available.
An interesting item which will not be out of place at
this juncture was a resolution passed by the Parks Committee
dated June 26th 1889 which was placed before the Baths Committee
and which read as follows:-
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"That in the opinion of this Committee it is desirable that
when Open Air Baths are provided in any of the ±ublic Parks
under the jurisdiction of this Committee they should be
provided by and at the expense of this Committee, and that
the Communication from the Baths Committee be acknowledged
with an intimation that this Committee are now giving the
subject their careful consideration."
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This minute was passed because the Baths Committee had made the
request that any Bath, Open or Closed, should be under their
control and jurisdiction.
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This suggestion did not receive very much sunport because
the Parks Committee proceeded with a scheme whereby the first
Oen Air Swimming Bath in Phillips Park was opened in June 189l
and since that baths erected in all the Public Parks have been
under the control of the Parks Committee.
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CHAPTER 12.
PROGRESS IN 'THE ERECTION AND AUIPMIN' OF IHLE PUBLIC BATHS.
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L'he improvement in the general design, construction,
elevation, equipment, material use and internal fitting
since the Baths & Wash Houses Committee took over the
bathing establishments in Manchester in 1877 have been, in
many ways, of a varied character; whilst a comparision of
present day buildings with the first set of baths erected
by the Corporation, shews what strides have been made to
cater for the health and cleanliness of the general Public
on more modern lines, whilst the materials now used inside
are certainly more servicable and hygenic than in the older
establishments.
I
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'.J.1he elevation and exterior appearance are of a moe
pleasing, varied, and inviting character, and a distinct
change for the better from the plain, drab looking buildings
of years ago. In addition it is attractive, and the means of
the public patronising the establishments in larger numbers.
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Another valuable asset is that the area of land utilised
for the erection of Baths in the City is now much greater than
that covered by the establishments built between the years
1856 to 1890, which undoubtedly gives greater scope in providing
those essential adjuncts which otherwise could not be talcem in to
consideration on smaller sites.
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When Public Baths were first erected in the City, no
consideration was given to the question of providing facilities
for females to bathe, either in the Wash or Plunge bath Sections,
the general scheme being that the Swimming and Slipper Baths
provided were divided into two sections, lst and 2nd class, for
Males only.

an

After some years, owing to the great demands that were
being made to the local Authorities to provide bathing facilities,
in all branches, for use by Females, the Baths &. Wash Houses
Committee decided to set apart a secion of each establishment
upon one day each week for their exclusive use.
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.B'or a long time this concession was sufficient to satisfy
the demands then made, but eventually the use being madeof
the
facilities then available for females had increased to such an
extent that special consideration had to be given to the question,
particularly as regards any new buildings which were to be erected
Ihe experience thus gained, convinced the Committee that in
all future schemes there should be provision of equal facilities
for- both sexes both as regards Swimming and Wash Bath sections,
and in all the later establishments this has been carried out,
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and the wisdom of this decision fully justified and appreciated.
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In addition, the greater interest taken during the past
number of years in competition swirnming races by females, has
had a tendancy to bring the subject to provision of plunge
baths for the fairer sex more prominently forward, whilst
Mixed Bathing has become so popular that larger accommodation
must be considered in any scheme concerning Public Baths,
'.['he internal eq_uipment of Swimming Baths has so much
improved and advanced in recent times, that the comparision
with baths even a few years ago, is most marked.
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In the earlier buildings, the use of woodwork was very
prevalent, but this has now been eliminated and replaced by
glazed bricks, tiles, terrazzo slabs for dressing box partitions
and enamelled ware, whilst the gangways are now of red, ribbed,
non-slip tiles or terrazzo in lieu of concrete, slate and stone,
the former being recognised as the best and most suitable flooring
where so much vet;er is present.
ione steps leading into the
swimming pool have superceded the old- style of the wooden
staircase system.
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In the place of the old wooden washing troughs in the pools,
there are now built in, white and green glazed troughs with
running water (hot and cold) which always keep the same clean.
In one establishment, these troughs were not included in the
scheme, but separate compartments provided with a hot and cold
water shower attached to each, and in some places, automatic
showers are fitted. Porcelain handrails and scum troughs have
been and are rapidly replacing the old metal type.
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'l'he difficulties experienced in catering for a large number
of bathers where tnere is a restricted number o dressing cubicles
has been greatly overcome by the installation of the system of
''Locker" arrangements, which can easily be fitted in a conveniencl
adjacent room and so allow a larger number of persons to be able t
use the plunge bath.
Another system adopted in the later baths
was that of having collapsable dressing boxes which could be folde
flush up to the wall c.md thus extend the widtn of the Swimming Bat
when the same was converted into a Public Hall.
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The system for emptying, refilling and heating the water in
the tlwimming .oaths prior to the year 1906 was that upon certain
days each week, the pool was emptied of water after the bathers
had Lett at night, "cleaned out", refilled from the towns main
andthenthefireman orstoker had to work all night heatingthe
large quBntity of water by means of diect steam injection, which
had to reach a temperature suitable for bathing purposes and be
ready for 6 a.m. the next morning when the bsths were opened to
the General .Public, that being the recognised time in Manchester a
that period.
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this process usually occurred upon two occasions each
week, so that for two days the water was nice and clean,
whilst for the remaining five days, well, su ff icient thereof,
especially if there had been a large number of persons using
the same.
•
·
Consequent upon this system being in force, it became
a common practise for bathers when attending the baths to
ask "Is it clean water day?", hence this expression became a
general one all over the town.
I
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ihe latest end more modern apparatus and appliances which
are now an acknowledged and essential part of Swimming at;h
equipment in Manchester, is the Filtration, Aertion and
Chlorination system.
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By this process there is a continuous circulation of the
water during the whole time the baths are open, the same being
drawn out of the pool from the deep end by pumps, passed through
a filter, then an Aerator and finally through a Ualorifier or
Heater to regain the temperature lost by the process, after
which it is returned back to the bath at the shallow end. On
the return journey it is chlorinated by means of either uhlorine
Gas or Liquid Ghloros which is forced into the water at a point
nearest the entry to the pool. By this process the water is
kept in a clean, freshy and inviting condition, free from bacteria
and fit to bathe in at ny time without risk of contamination,
disease or danger of infection.
The system also ensures that the
water is always in a constant state of purity and clarity and the
circulation is continuous from morning until closing time at night
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These plants have greatly revolutionised the system regarding
the emptying and refilling of swimming baths and in place of the
old sterotyped expression of "Is it clean water day" the answer
is no "Ivery Day".
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In addition, the installation of the filtration system
in Swimming Baths has been the means of a gret saving in the tota.'
consumption and cost of water to the Baths Department, less hard
mork for the staff, and more satisfactory conditions previling
than when the old system was in operation.
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The possibility of filtration plants for Public Baths first
took shape by the rough experiments carried out from the ideas
originated in the mind of the then Chairman of the Manchester
Baths Committee, during the period that the Victoria Baths were
b eing erected (these were opened in 1906),
The improvement in later years which has been effected with
respect to the Wash Bath section is most marked, and has certainly
proved beneficial and more hygenic from the bathers point of view.
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the internal equipment now consists of white porcelain
Wash Baths fitted flush up to the glazed brick walls, and so
prevents any cavity being available for the accumulation of
dirt. Previously he «ash baths were of iron or other
material, glazed or enamelled, and fitted with a wooden casing
over the top, sides and front, the same being a harbourer of
dirt and articles left by the bathers. In addition, the
fittings and appliances have improved out of all recognition.
In the place of lead and iron piping, iron valves and fittings
used largly in the earlier built baths, these are now being
replaced by light copper and galvanised piping and brass fittine
with chronium plated valves, mixing boxes, showers and other
up-to-date appliances.
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Another irnprovemen t which has been effected is the
dispensing with as much timber as possible owing to the
humid atmosphere and qusntity of water.always prevalent in
baths which caused the wood to rot and decay, the same having
to be renewed at heavy cost.
this has now been replaced by the
use of glazed bricks and terrazzo slabs for wash baths (partitic
having a much more inviting appearance, being easier to kee:p
clean, and in addivion, lasing or many years without recuirin
attention or renewal.
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In like manner the old concrete flooring has been replaced
by tiles and terrazzo.
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'l'he ventilation of baths is another section which has recej
very careful consideration and attention and it can safely be
said, that so fer as the iianchester iaths are concerned, they a1
now in such a condition that no genuine complaints could be mad
against them regarding humidity, oppressiveness or coldness. Tl
are in fact, in a condition suitable for any occasion.
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Electricity has played a big part in improving conditions j
many directions, both for illumination and driving power.
It
has replaced "Gas" for lighting purposes, giving a much brighteJ
and attractive appearance, and is certainly more pleasant to
the bathers,
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The running of all the lviachinery, including pumps, motors,
etc. is now all done by electric power as against· the old style
of 3team Power, This is much easier to control, cleaner to use,
u nd certainlyfarmoreeconomical thanhaving to drive by means
of. steam engines, the power for which was obtained from large
steam boilers fired by coal, and which had to be kept at a high
working pressure in order to be able to run all the machinery,
continuously and with satisfaction.
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Turkish Baths are termed "Luxury Baths" and only provided
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for the better classes, but this is not true as they are most
beneficial din more ways than one and applicable to all classes
of the community. It is, therefore, essential that the same
should be organized on modern lines. Originally the system
of heating for this class of bath was by "Coke Ovens11 which had
to be kept fired up, burning both day and night, a most
unsatisfactory procedure.
During the last few years this
system has been abolished and a thermostatic controlled heating
apparatus is now installed for heating the IJ.1urkish Baths by
means of Steam, with a resultant improvement not only in the
saving of fuel, man power, cleaning of ovens etc. but most
important a constan·c level of temperature, greater satisfaction
to bathers and greater advantages to the administration.
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The issue of tickets of admission to bathers according to
the class of bath required has also been improved with saving
in costs and many other directions, The old style of the
Railway 'I'icket >ystem! has now been abolished in this Departmen
and replaced by the "Roll 'ricket" system. In addition to the
fact that the cost of roll tickets is much lower than the
Railway" type, the system has the advantage that larger stocks
can be carried and stores kept in a much smaller space,
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Still further up to date methods have been provided at
several establishment;s in lieu of the "Roll" o "Railway"
tickets by the installation of "Cash «egisters". 'These machines
recod all receipts for cash, the number of bathers, and prints
the correct ticket for the various classes of baths required,
The advantages accruing from this inovation are threefold:Turnstiles for recording puroses are redundant.
The necessity for maintaining large stocks of printed tickets
( whi eh immediately become so much waste paper in the event
of any variations in the scale of chrges) if obviated
A complete record of the receipts and total bathers is contained
in the machine and available at any time.
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The tall chimneys attached to the various baths of the
older type are now conspicuous by their absence and in' lieu
thereof only a low one is now necessary. 'l1his has been made
possible by the use of low pressure steam boilers and other
improvements and gadgets, the burning of coke instead of coal
to generate steam and likewise the adoption of electricity
for driving power for, machinery. 'I'his system has been the
means of eliminr..ting "Black Smoke" to a great extent.
In many districts the customers at the various establi shmenlive a considerable distance away, and so use
pedal cycle to
travel to the baths. This requires some place 'being allocated
in the building where the same may be stored. To meet this
demand, bathers can now store their cycles in a locked room, at
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they were in the building.
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a small charge. 'rhe bathers, can then have their swim or
wash bath in comfort, knowing their machines are safe and
will be there when they come out, but they would not have
this confidence if accommodation were no.t so provided.
They would have to leave their cycles outside the building
and run the risk of the sae being stolen during the period
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Vleighing machines, Hair Drying Machines, Hair Cream
Machines, and Costume 1•ringers are amongst other innovations •
provided for the benefit of persons patronising the Public tlaths
and are great appreciated and utilised.

CHAPTER 13.
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In the latter part of 190 a asher at the Ne Islington
Public Wash House, after washing her clothes was mangling them on
the mangle provided, and whilst trying to get a thick article:
under the rollers trapped her fingers, severely injuring them.
She claimed damages from the Corporation on the grounds of
negligence of the Corporation or their servants.
This was
repudiated and liability denied. A test case mas therefore made
of the accident, an act ion entered in the High Court, and the case
brought up for trial at the Manchester Summer Assizes on July 14th
1904 before Me. Justice Jelf and a special Jury.

or

The hearing lasted two full days, during which many legal
arguments took place, and much expert evidence was tendered for
both sides.
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The result of the trial was that the Jury returned a verdict
for the Corporation and the Judge gave judgement with costs stating
that the "Corporation have established the principle and I think
the qorporation have done their duty to the ratepayers in what
they have done".
'
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Counsel who appeared on behalf of the Corporation were Mr,
Sutton and Mr. Gordon Heert ( later Lord Heart; - Chief Justice
of England).
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Following on the result of this test case which had proved
favourable to the Department, it was decided to try to make all
Mangling machines in use at the various Public Wash Houses as
"fool proof" as possible, to avoid accidents in the future, and
with this idea in mind an Engineer employed by the Baths & Wash
House Committee experimented and eventually was successful in
devising an appliance which, when fixed, satisfied all demands.
It was attached along the front of the rollers and so regulated
that immediately anyone tried to force a thick article under it
the slightest pressure against the front plate threw the drivini
strap off the pulley and the machine instantly stopped.
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This patent was at once tried out under a6tual working
conditions and proved highly successful, with the result that the
whole of the Mangling Machines under the Committee's control
were equipped with this highly succe ssf'ul appliance and accidents
largely eliminated so far as this class of machinery is concerned.
A monetary grant was made to the emplo;sree was was the instigator
of thispatent being brought into practical use.

A favourable report was received from H.M. Senr. Lady Inspector
of Factories upon these new and satisfactory 'safety guards' affixed
to the Mangling Machines in the Fublic ash Houses.
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CHAPTIR 14.

to wash for
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Cheetham
Osborne Street
Gorton
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In the early period of Baths each establishment did its
own washing of towels, but with a view to reducing maintenance
charges on the working of Baths, and of centralising the work,
a system was adopted about 1900, whereby extra machinery was
purchased and erected in the Mayfield Establishment Laundry to
undertake the washing of towels, bathing drawers, costumes etc.
for the Leaf Street, New lslington and Mayfield Baths.
Arrangements were also made to reduce costs and produce better
results by
tt

tt

tt

+

"

"

Red Bank:
Newton Heath
Whitworth

(It will be noted that at this time there were only nine sets
of Public Baths in the City.)
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This system operated for two years, during the whole of
that period all the cartage of clean and soiled towels to and
from the various Baths being carried out by private contractors.
This proved very expensive and unsatisfactory and after careful
consideration of all the aspects and the advantages which would
accrue, the Committee decided to purchase a Horse and suitable
Conveyance to carry out this very essential work. Ihe capital
cost of this transaction,wisdom shown, and the charge made,
was highly successful. In later years the mode of transport
was altered the horse and van being sold and susperceded by the
purchase of a Motor Van. 'I'his was in the year 1910.
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Owing to the progress made by theerection of new baths,
during the following years it became necessary to re-consider the
whole q_uestion of the washing and transport of the articles
required by all the establishments.
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By this time the accommodation provided by the Municipality
for bathing etc. had by 1930 increased to 20 Public Baths and
15 Public iWash Houses, a total of 35 establishment;s, or 22
separate buildings, and owing to the difficulties and inconveni en
which were constantly being experienced it had to be reoognised
that; the old method of thewashing arrangements at severaa
establishments and the constant supply of clean articles required
was a question which must receive very careful and serious
consideration.
Jo some time the General Superintendent had been giving t;hi
branch of work great attention, due to the difficulties which he
had experienced in keeping all the establishments supplied with
toels and other articles to run the establishments smoothly and
without complaints. He, therefore, submitted a comprehensive
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and detailed report with the recommedation that a Central
Establishment Laundry should be erected on land which was
adjoining the Moss Side Baths and owned by the Baths Committee.
This would centralise the whole of the washing of the many
and varied articles req_uired to service the various establishments, and in addition, would be able to cater for any new
Baths contemplated in the future. This scheme was agreed to
and entailed the purchase of a large amount of new machinery,
but a proportion of the equipment was provided by utilising
the Washing Machines, Hydro Extractors, Drying Chambers etc.
removed from some of' the Baths where the washing of these
articles had previously been undertaken.
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The building was erected, fully equipped and ready for um
on February l4th 193l, and comprised:Rotary Washing Machines,
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4'2 x 3'.
18

x

261

6

Hydro Extractors

l
l - 8

Roller Drying & Finishing Calender

l - 4
1

11

"

21
"

"

Continuous Drying Chambers (made into one)
27' x 10' x 10'
Wringing and Mangling Machine.
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3111 dia.
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along with other necessary equipment essential to carry out tre
washing reouired.
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• This Laundry proved capable of turning out well over
5,000,000 clean towels etc. per year for the various Bathing
Establishments. To carry out this stupendous task a staff of
over 35 was necessary. In addition the process of "collection
of soiled" and "delivery of clean articles" -had to be taken intc
account, and this entailed the purchase of 3 large Motor Vans
and the engaging of 3 Drivers whose time was practically fully
occupied by this work.
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After a few years working of the Centra.l Establishment
Laundry the experience gained, proved that the Machinery and
Equipment were capable of meeting further demands if necessary,
and it was decided to contact the other Departments of the
Corporation with the intention of obtaining the business of
undertaking the washing of towels etc. used by the staffs at; reasona

This suggestion was favourably received and agreed to by
each Department. Up to the present time the Central Establishme
Laundry has been able to carry out this work and has given
satisfaction in addition to keeping the staffs at the Laundry
fully employed, and this service has proved most remunerative
to the Baths & Wash Houses Department.
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The extra work undertaken is in excess of the usual
requirements of the Department and has caused no dislocation
in the smooth working so far as supplies are concerned,
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CHAPTJ£R
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In 18'78 arrangements were made whereby a party of 12
or more juveniles, if accompanied by a Teacher or some
other responsible person ere admitted to either the Leaf
Street or Mayfield Baths at any time at one half the usual
ordinary charge. 'l'racing this onwards, it was the forerunner
of the splendid scheme now operative between the Baths and
Education Committee's for the batching end instruct;ion in
swimming of School Children which has proved so successful
and beneficial to the health of the children.
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The first co-ordinated attempts to arrange for the
bathing of School Children in batches was decided upon in
March 1886, when an arrangement was made with the School
Authorities whereby the latter could purchase tickets of
admission on the basis of 500 at; kd each, admitting to the
2nd Class Baths, and 250 at ld each admitting to the 1st
Class Baths,
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Times of attendances of scholars could be fixed with
Masters or Managers of the Schools, but it was compulsory
that one or more teachers or other adult persons should
accompany the children and hand over one ticket for each
child as they entered the building, the bath used being in
accordance with the ticket forfeited.
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In the year 1886 the first effort was made by the Baths
Committee to induce the Education Committee to send scholars
in batches during school hours, and to induce the children
to attend the baths after 4-30 p.m. upon payment by the
youngsters of reduced rates of admission.
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About the year 1896 the question of' granting further
facilities to scholars to attend the baths after school hours
was again under consideration. The idea was to try and
foster in the children an incentive to visit the various
establishments after school hours and encourage the ambition
to learn to swim. By so doing they obtained healthy exercise
and it ina.il.cated in them habits of cleanliness which accrued
from such sport and which it was hoped would grow ith them
and continue through manhood or womanhood and married life,
and continued by any fs.mily which they might have.

It was therefore, decided that children after school hours
should be granted admission to the lst Class Baths at a charge
of ld each, and the 2nd Class at hd each. The success of this
experiment surpassed ell expectations and is proved by
reference to the Annual. Reports issued by the Baths &: ash
Houses Committee, wherein is outlined the number of Boys and
Girls who attend the baths esch year under the scheme.
This small beginning, however was the means of finally
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bringing into operation the splendid and well organised scheme
eventually agreed to between the Baths & Education Committee's
for the bathing of school children which is still working so
smoothly at the present time, although it must be remembered
that now. approxirna tely 400,000 boys and girls attend the
various bathing establishments each year under the scheme.
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In the year l904 a new experiment was tried at a certain
number of baths which was an innovation to existing schemes.
't referred to Scholars who attended the baths during school
hours in charge of a teacher, but for whom no provisions had
previously been made during the period the schools were closed
for the Summer Holidays, other than by paying the ordinary
juvenile rates of admission, To a very large number of
children the question of getting the money to take them for
a swim was beyond the mesns of the parents and the health and
cleanliness of the youngsters was being affected, to say nothing
of the disadvantage to inculcating the spirit of partaking
in this most healtby sport and pastime.
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Ln an endeavour to remedy this state of affairs it was
decided to admit children of school age to certain baths upon
2 days each week (1 day at others) between the hours of 9-30 a.m
and 4-30 p.m. free of charge during the period of the Annual
Summer School Holidays - viz. from July 15th to August 15th
on the principal of "go as you please".
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I'he experiment proved most successful and was greatly
appreciated by the youngsters, the attendance during the month
mentioned reaching the splendid totals of:-

.• ..

• •

•••
•••

•••
•••

•••
• ••

95,993
39,713
135,706
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Boys •••
Girls • • •
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The generosity of the Committee was well repaid especially
by the knowledge that so many thousands of youngsters had been
afforded the opportunity of having a wash, who otherwise would
have been unable to realise the pleasure of cleanliness or the
joy experienced by splashing about in clear water ..
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The experiment thus tried in the year 1904 was continued
for a great number of years, and was always most successful
andgreatlyQp2eciatd,
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For a great number of years it has been the recognised
custom for the Baths Committee to allow free admission of
Scholars to the various Baths and in addition provide qualified
instructors to give lessons in swimming to both boys and girls
attending the establishment,
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'l'aking into account the fact that there were approximately
400,000 Scholars attending the Baths each year without any
charge and the fact that; Swimming Instructors were in attendance
it will be realised that the cost borne entirely by the Baths
Commit;toe was very heavy,
With a desire to reduoe the cost
of this very essential service an application was made to the
Education Committee in 1911 asking for a monetary grant towards
the expenses incurred in teaching swimming to scholars, It; shou.
be noted no request was made for any payment for each scholar
admitted to the Baths.
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This application did not meet with any sympathy-at that
time, because the req_uest for payment was not acceded to.
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No progress as made so far as obtaining a grant towards
the cost· of bathing and teaching mvirnming to school children
until the year 1923 when, after many conferences between the
two Committees it was finally decided that the Education
Committee should appoint qualified Swimming Instructors - Male
and Female - and bear the whole of the cost of the salaries of
these employees. In addition it was also agreed that a grant
of £750 per annum should be made to the Baths Committee towards
the expenses incurred in providing the bathing facilities,
towels etc. for all the scholars, boys and girls who attended
the baths under the arrangements already in existance,
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At a later date - viz. 1935 the above amount was increased
to £1,500· per annum by a decision of a Special Expenditure
Committee and approved by the City Council.
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CHAPTER 16.
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Previous to the year 1895 the administration of the
respective establishments had been under the control of the
Superintendent who lived on the premises. Each Superintendent
was solely responsible to the Committee for the Management,
Conduct, etc. of his own establishment. As the Department
increased, however, it was decided {after full consideration
had been given to the matter by the ,Baths Committee) to
appoint a General Superintendent to take over the control
and management of the whole of the Baths owned by the Manchester
Corporation. His duties would be to attend all the meetings
of the Sub-Committee and General Committee, and he would be
held entirely responsible for the conduct of the business of
the various Baths, his position to give him the rank aml status
of "Head of the Department".
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This decision resulted in the appointment of Mr. Joseph
Derbyshire as General Superintendent along with his wife as
Matron, and. this proved a most highly successful choice with
excellent results.
Mr. Derbyshire did much to bring the
Manchester Baths to the front rank, and proved himself a most;
conscientous and painstaking Official, later becoming a
recognised authority and expert on Baths in all parts of the
country. He was looked upon with great respect and his advice
and opinion were eagerly sought and acted upon.
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Great advancement; in th erection, equipment and other
essential details connected with Baths were made during his
term of office as General Superintendent, a position which he
held until his death (a period of 24 years) during which time
he gave good and faithful service to the Committee and the
General Bublic.
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At the time of his, appointment as General Superintendent
there were only 8 Public Baths and no Wash Houses, but upon
his demise this number had increased to 16 Public Baths and 7
Public Wash Houses, a total increase of 15 buildings, during
his term of office.
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The vacancy caused by his death was filled by the appointmen1
of Mr, Albet 'Teasdale (the writer of this history) to the
positionofGeneralSuperintendent.
He entered the services of
the Committee on March 3lst 1896 as a Junior and by promotion
had risen to and gained the honour of becoming Chief Clerk when
he was elected Head of the Department on November 2nd 1920,
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24 sets of Public Baths
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It is interesting to note the advancement made in the
provision of Bathing and Wash House Establishments up to 1945
when the second General Superintendent retired as compared with
the number available in 1895, the figures being:20 sets of Public Wash Houses

1 large Central Establishment Laundry
1 Engineering, Maintenance and Repair Workshop
1 large Central Stores.
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It is rather unique, when considering that from August 1895
up to May 1945, Manchester has only had two Officials filling the
position as Chief Official of the Baths Department, a period of
49 years from the date of the first appointment of a General
Superin tencl ent.
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Both Superintendents held the office for over 24 yers,
each having practically the same length of service,
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CHAPTER 17.

'l'his M. story being spread over such a great nu)Jlber of •
years, constant changes in Rules and .Hegulations have taken
place during that period, and it may be interesting to
outline some of the more important and even amusing decisions
arrived at by those in Authority for the benefit of both
the G-eneral 1'ubli c and the Department.

or

'l'O allow the reader to 1'ol.low the sar:1e clearly all the
action's ancl episodes have been coiled in yearly sequence.

It was not long aft;er the Corporation of Manchester
had taken over the Msyfie ld and Leaf Street Baths
& Wash Houses that alterations in the charges were
made by the issue of a 'Special Season 'i'ic!et"
admitting the individual owner to any Plunge Lath
at a charge of 12/6d each, available for 6 months
from the day of issue. 'I'he recues for these tickets
came from the Young Mens Uhristian Association.
Since 'chat time, Season 'l''ickets have always been on
sale .
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1.878
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An amusing extreot from the minutes of the Committee
dated lugust ls as to the effect that tche mngineer
at the Leaf Street Baths be paid L/- each time ;he
1.Jaira were emptied and 6d for clea nint: ench bath, on
condition that he came 2 hours before the time of
opening the baths. Certainly not
vey remunerative

dW
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,job.

A Mangling rri cket issued at a charge of ld per dozen
or part of a dozen articles, when a Iviangline; Machine
in the ulie ash louse was used.
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On June 26th the first set of uye Laws for the
Management, Use and Regulation of the ±ublic Baths
& Wash Houses of the City of Manchester were
submitted to the Committee. These bye laws contained
30 clauses for the Baths Section and 15 for the
ash louse section.
zhe same were aproved, and t;he
City vouncil recommended to adopt the same under the
Corporate seal end to authorise the ion Cler' to
t,
gkethe necessary Steps required by the Acts of
Parliament for the purpose of gi vi.ng validity thereto.
These Bye Laws were eventuolly agreed to by the Local
Government 1Joarc1 and became operative as and from
October 1st 18?9.

ive

A Season Ticke·~ issued to any Association at
a charge o 10/6d, provided the number purchased
was not less than 50, whilst special Season
Tickets were issued to individuals for the Season
at a charge of £1/-/-, admitting the holder to
either the Wash or Bwirn.ming Baths.
1'he request for the Association Ticket; was made
by the Bennet >treet Sunday School - ie Cross.
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fhe first application received from a private
individual applying for the use of a 1st Class
Plunge jjath for the purpose of holding a Swimming
G·ala was granted upon payment of a fee or 1/-/to_ be aid in advance, and the hirer to provide
4 Policemen to preserve order. lt was also a
condition that no person be allowed to enter the
bath unless the charge of 6d for a iiming 'icket
was paid for at the Ticket Uffice. ~he person to
take these fees as not outlined,
From the conditions attached to the use of the
Heth it was evident that trouble was anticipated.
thether everything passed off smoothly or the
Policemen had a busy time there is no record.

hH
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i'he following special regul tion was passed:No ±ale Attendant allowed in the «ash Houses
or sundries",

as

The Public Wash House at Leaf Street was closed
down owing to lack of patronage and a Ladies
Swimming Bath erected on the site in lieu thereof.
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;

Swimming 'l'eacl1ers were appointed to the Leaf Street
and Mayfield Baths to give tuition in Swimning and
Physical ducat;ion to the veneral ublic - both
Male and Female, at a charge. They were allowed
a "Free Season Ticket" endorsed with the title
'Authorised 'lecher of Swimming".
Land and premises in Osborne !::itree c, Abercrombie·
Street and Victor Street, Rochdale Rood, purchased
from a Mrs . Sissons for the sum of 2,600 for a
residue of 998 years.
iven at this time De put at ions from Local-Aut horiTI.e s
went ·visiting, for there is a resolution in the
minutes of this year authorising the Chairman, when
he thought fit, to visit other 'l'own:S f'or the purpose
of inspecting appliances which might appear to him
to be of use to the vomittoe in their future

ive

arrangement;s for baths, also to re,·ues·i.i a few
members of the Committee to accompany him for
such purpose. A comparison of the wording of
resolutions on the subject of Deputations at
the present ime is most interesting.
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'l'he f'amous Captain Matthew Webb, the first
person to swim the English Channel gave a series
of 6 performances in ;he Ranches'er Laths (2 at
leaf Street - 2 at Mayfield - 2 at ie Islington)
for a f'ee of £;18-18-0 plus a first class return
.Hailway Fare from and to London.
hat a splendid attraction for such a small fee,

se
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Owing to a fatal accident which occurred at the
Leaf Street /aths, the vommittvee decided in
September to provide a .Hake suitable for rescuing
bathers in danf::er of drowning, al so a suit of
clothes for any attendant in charge, in the event'
of them having to enter the water to rescue a
bather.

hH
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I'he reason for the decisions taken! was that; tine
attendant on duty at the time could not swim,
al though other employees who were swimmers we:ce
in other parts of the building, but when called
they were too late in arriving on the scene to
be of assistance.

dW
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It should therefore, be a strict regu~ tion that
all Bath Attendants should be capable swimmers,
qualified in 'ife Saving "ethods, so as to be
able to render immediate anC:: valuable assistance
in emergencies, and in meny cases, iJe the means
of saving a human life.
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A proof in favour· of this course is to be found in
the offer of the Humane Society for the liundred of
Salford, which was made to the Baths Gornmittee - viz.
uTha t for the encouragement of the Art o :f .Sw:lrnrning
with the special object of saving life, and the
prqmotion of the best methods of' rescuin;:- drowning
persons, the Society offered the sum of 5 to be
g
}
iVenad8 a
prize Ol' prizes to youhs under
the age
of L8 years, who are sons of urgesses 0f the Town
and who display expertness and proticiency at an
nnual competition". Ihis ofer was immediately
accepted with thanks and appreciation by the Baths
Committee.

ive

The public ash house at ayfi eld was closed down
at the end of August owing t-o the abuse by small
launt:i.resses t The same trouble has been xperienced
dlll.,ing recent yeers and drastic steps taken to
combat the same) .
At a later date the portion used as a ash liouse
was remodelled and turned into a ~antral Establishment
Laundry for the washing and drying of' Bath Towels
for the·various baths.
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Bath Attendants at Leaf Street authorised to e,ive
Swimaing Lessons at 6d each, each day except aturday
afternoons and Sundays, and at the end of the iieason
half the receipts to be handed. over to them, the
Corporation retaining the other he lf.
in
of the
material
make the

se

The making up of' L dies iathing vostumes as
operation as early as 1882 when the vheirman
Leaf Street baths was authorised to purchase
and the li'emale Bath Att enclant s instructed to
same up into wimmin; Gostunes.

ou

A tender from the 111'/Ianchester Guardian11 amounting to
£10 per annum. for advertis:Lng on the Mayfield lJaths
building was accepted.

hH

A claim ·for losf; of valuables and money by a bather
in the iurkish Patch at esf itreet was heard et the

After the result of the trial a notice was posted in
nll baths to the effect that the vooration will not
be responsible for any articles belonging to frequent;en
of t6ho eths.
'i'he same regul0tion, with very slight alterations is
still operative in the year 1945.

an
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Manchester Assize iourts on i+pril 2d, hen a verdict
was given for the Goportion on the grounds that they
wete not liable.

Ba
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An unusual incident occurred this year, fo it is
recorded tchat on September 26th the ,Jaths Committee
had before them two bathers, against v:hom complaints
had been made that they refused to wear bathing drawert
u sed offensive language, and insulted bathers in tile
1
2qd Class ~lunge Bath at Leaf Street. They were fined
5/ - each , to be pa id t he f o 11 owing Saturday •
hat
would. happen if the sarne ction was taken at tlJe
present time?.
1885.

From a resolution passed this year it ½BS evident that
about this time complaints had been received regarding
the

ater in the

imming aths not being kept at a

ive

the water in -the Swimming Bath not being kept at. a
uniform. heat, for it vias decided tha·t the Superintenden
at each bath must take the temperature of the water in
the respective plunges at 9 a.m, l .m, and 5 p..
each day, the same to be recorded.
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I'he question of working hours of ath Attendants was
brouht forward when the staffs concerned made an
application for a reduct:Lon of the same. Although no
alterations ere granted it ws clear they had great
cause for complaint when it is realtsed that they
worked during the Summer ·onths from 6 a,in. to 9 ,m,
ech eek day, inelud ing aturday, an on Sunday f'rom
6 a.m. to lo a.m, and were only allowed half a days
holiday per month - a total of 94 hours per week
«hat a change for the better has taken place when it
is realj_sed that the .present hours are 47 per week and
extra double l)ayment if they work on Sunday,

hH
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Special facilities granted to Swimming Clubs carrying
with the reduced charges to members of .lJona .D'idi
Clubs to gain admission to the bath on 2 nights per
week on production of their Membership Cards. ('rhe
charge was 2d instead of the usual 3d.} A Beason
ricket for Club Members on similar lines was also
instituted at the charge of ?/6d each, but these were
only available during the .Summer h-'.lonths.
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I'he habit of pilfer·:Lng rrom the JJaths is not epplica ble
to the present period only, for the minutes of the
Committee for r,Isy 13th 1891 contain the follov.d.ng
interesting resolution:- "That notices be printed
and posted in the baths offering a reard of forty
shillings for the conviction of any per·son taking
brushes, combs, towels, bathing drawers etc. from the
a tchs".
There is nothing on record to denote whether the
Cornrni ttee were successful or otherwise in their
endeavours to check such stealing.

Ba

ths

A rathr unusual request was contained tn a letter
}datedugusl9ch Lg] from '[he ±pactical &nu
Recreative Ivening i lasses Committee of Micld leto n1',
wherein they stated that they were desirous of adding
to their present list of studies a "Laundry Worlf. Class'
as a special subject for their students during the·
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1891

Cont.

Winter Months, and asked for the use on one evening
each week, of the Public Wash House at New Islington,
Mayfield, or Osborne Street (as they state "gratuitousl
of course") for the purpose,
'l'he :following surprising resolution was adopted i,e.
"That the application now made be complied with in
regard to the New Islington aths".

sH
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or

An applicetion of this character for the- free use of a
Public Wash House at the present time would receive
rather short consideration and· the result a foregone
conclusion.
An ususual application was received from 11The Apprentic
Ho'use" Manchester, for permission to exhibit advetisem
cards in various Baths regarding 11Lodging Houses for
Young Lads".
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All kinds of wonderful suggestion are made from time

ths
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to time by the General Public, one beig to the effect
that it would. be e great boon if by so arranging the
appliances each bather could make his on bth, also
that every bath room should have :i.n addition to the
Wash bath, a steam and shower bath, the charge for
which shuuld be a uniform one of fourpence instec:d of
the usual eightpence. The writer finishes his aplicat
by stating he feels confident that; "this would meet;ivit
the approval of the ±ubl10". io doubt it would have
done so if the Comm:L tt ee had agreed to the scheme, but
this was not the ease.
Due to complaints received from some bat.beTs using th(
le2£ 'Street Turkish /aths, to the effect that they wer
not receiving proper attention so far as massage was
concerned, owing to the 8hampooer undertaking other
duties for his special customers, it was decided to
publi h the following rather unusual notice hich rea
NOTICE TO BAIER3

Ba

1
'
L' he shampooers en@edin these baths are 10
allowed to undertake any corn cutting, nail
paring etc. or any work outside the duties of
a shampooer.
i'he Oommitveo appeal to the bathers to assist
them to carry out this rule.

hetb.er any of the bat hers gave much assistance to
carry out this appeal and regultion is not
ascertainable, but it is rather doubtful because
the ma joity o_f the _p3. trons of that e stabJ. ishment
may not h•.ve been favourably disposed. They may·
hG.ve been 'special cu storn.e r s 1?
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It was decided that all liale &: Female employees
of' the Department be granted one half days holiday
each eel (2 years later this was altered to 1 full
day off each week)
Considering that the sto.ff worked trom 6 a.m. until
9 p.m, the time allowed off was very necessery. It
was also decided that li'err.ia.le Office Attendants should
not VJorl<: on Sundays.

1.894.

1'he Uommi ttee censured a Bath Attendant for using bad
language to a athe. ihee is no recod of what
words the employee used, or even the purport of his
remarks.

1895.

'i'he libraries Gori tee made an· aplication for the
use of the vheethem B ths as a delivery station for
boolcs and crds, but the same 'Na s not granted.

ou
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1892

hH

11Under ,iater Swimming" and "High Diving Exhibit ions"
ere considered "dangerous rac;ice" end the Gormi tee
decided that no such events should be allowed ·1;0 take
place in any Gororat;ion Swiming Beth,
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Owing to the ·ash aths at ie Islington and ieaf Strs
not beirw fully used, it was mode compulsory that the
Office 1ttondants at those Baths, in. addition to thei
or di nary duties must make Ladies Bathing ootumes,
Why the Offj_ce .Attendants had to carry out this duty
is not quite clear, unle:3s at that time they had to ac
as Wash Bath Attendants in addition to Ticket issuing.
Assistance ropes were fixed in the War-:h .oaths for the
use of elderly persons using the baths. A very
sensible and necessary re uld;ion.

The Osborne Swimminc Club, having won the English
Water Polo Championship for a cont:i.nuous number of
r ggs, the shield presented oy che meteur}inming
1
ssoci ion became the property of the Club and as
a token of ppreci tion of the many kindnesses and
facilities granted them for practice purposes, the
Club presented the said shield to the Haths Committee,
This was acce_pted v.1itl1 thanJrn and fixed in the

Ba
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entrance of the Osborne Street Baths with an
explanatory tablet.
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A complete system of Electric Call Bells was
installed in all ash baths so that; e bether in
distress could at once call for the assistance
of the attendant. A splendid idea which has
been the means of reventint many fatal accidents,
Interest in batM.ng and swiro.m1ng was evidently
on the increase about this time, even amongst the
Aldermen and Councillors, for on J!'e bruary 15th the
City Counci 1 passed the follov.·ing resolution: -That the baths & ash louses Co mittee be reuested
to take into corrniderotion the advisaM.lity of opening
to the Public - free of charge - the 2nd Class Wash
and aiming baths." The vomittvee, however, aft;er
due consideration decided that in their opinion it
was neit11er expedient or advisable to carry out such
resolution. j'he Gouneil later- conf irmecl the action
of t he Cornmi ttee.
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Up to the' year 1898 the .Superint enclent s of tbe various
Hatlls wore a special uniform which was provided by the
Cornmi ttee, but the Gi ty Council decided this year tha-t
no Superintendent or Chief Clerk, except those connect
with the olice Force, be provided with Uniform Vlothi
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ages of Male ieth Attendants ere fixed on and after
April 1st at 23/- per week, after 2 years service
advancep. to 25/- and after 5 years to 27/. per week.
An application was rece:Lved from a number o:f bathers
requesting that they ,be allowed to store bicycles at
the Baths, The same was agreed to conditional upon
the Coit;tee not being held re9possible for loss o1
damage. In the following year this facility was
cancelled owing to the damage which had been done to
the property, and the re being no proper storage for s [

1899
-

Owing to the several baths being largely used by
Swimming Clubs for Galas and other entertainments, a
definite rate of charges was mo.de for such purpose.

1.900.

The first complete set of rules. and regulations for
the governing and guidance of oimming Clubs requirin
to use either the 1st or 2nd Class Swimming at;hs as
put into operation on dune 2cth.

ive

Attendants engaged in the various Baths were
rer:uired to rnalrn themselves proficient in the
Dr. Sylvester method of resuscitation of the
apparently droned. 'ihis was most essential
and a splendid decision of the Gommittee.
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1900.

the Building &; Sites Sub Coittee" as first
appointed by the Baths & Wasb .Houses Cornrni ttee
Electric Lighting was first j_nstalled at the
Gorton, New Islington and Osborne Street Maths.
'l'he first experimental Filtration and Aeration
Plant for che purifi cat ion of t3wirnming Bath vm-t;er
was installed at the Newton Heeth Baths. This was
the forerunner of the present .l?iltration and
Aeration system now universally adopted all over
the country. Manchester once more led the way,
and. the saying that "What :Manchester says today
the country sys omorro" Was true in this

direction.
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well equi sped workshop for Baintenance and ne
work was inauguated in the basement at l'Jew Islington
Baths, I'he plant comprised Seam nines, Dilling,
Screwing and Pipe Gutting Machines, t'ipe bending
e.ppliances, smitby hearth and other equipment
reuisite for the ingineering ork carried out at
the various Baths and Wash Houses, also any new
engineering wqrk necessary for the installation
of the essential plant at new buildings under the
Commi"Gtees control.
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'l'he question of' the use that was being made by the
telegraph Messengers engaged at the gen aral Post
Office was further considered upon an application bein
received from the institute concerned. 'ihe exi sting
arrangement was that tickets were purchased by the
G.+0. from the iiaths uthorivies at ld each. ihese
were given out to the boys and upon presentation at
the '.L'icke-~ Vff'ice window adm:Ltted the holder to the
Swimming Bath. It appeared however, that a large
number of tile tickets were not being used by the
~elegraph Messenger Boys, but sold to friends. In
order to stop this practice the ios; Office Officials
suggested that; a lump sum of $30 should e paidt;o
H
the Batlis Department each year, and all .r,lessenger
Boys in uniform upon production of a card· issued to
them by the G,+.0. be admitted to the 2nd Class
Swimming Baths only.
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l904.

'Ihe scheme was agreed to and has proved both
successful and beneficial to all parties.
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Six special Vlash Baths were removed from a
room over the Ticket Office at Leaf Street
to make an additional cooling room in the
'l'urkish Bath to meet the demands which were
being made upon that section of the establishment.
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Owing to t 11 e crowding of the. gangways and balconies
around the dwimning Baths by spectators during the
time the same. we e being used for Swimming Galas,
Polo I1la·tches etc., also the amount of damage done
to ·woodwork, rails etc. it was decided to make a
regulttion which was put into force in 1904,
fixing the maximum number of spect~tors allowed
on the UaJ.lery and Gangway of each B8th during
any of the stated entertainments.
J.1his idea was an excellent one, and besides obviating
a lot of damage being done to the property, was also
a safeguard against accidents by overcrowding.
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An application dated iiarch 15h as received asking
chat Season Tickets for Turkish baths at Leaf Street
and dhitworth be issued. The req_uest was not granted,
the opinion being that the charges for that class of
bath was very low.
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I'he Vomit;tee decided that the Official residence of
the voncal Superintendent of the baths & ash houses
Department should in the future be at tbe Victoria
Baths, High Street, Manchester. (This establishment
had been opened on optemn:er 9h 1906.)
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1908.
--

It was decided as an exoeiment that during the
months of iebruary and iarch, the washing trouvhs
in the Females Swimming Bath were to be opened for
the washing of school girls - free of charge. This
however, did not prove successful and was not
patronised to any extent, consequently th9 • scheme
was abandoned.
A bather in one of the iurkish Baths was so forgetful
that he left half a sovereign in a bubicle. This
was found by the Shampoo er, and being of an honest
disposition he handed the same into the '1.'iclrnt Ufficr:i
At the end of 12 months there had been no claim made,
0 che Gommit;tee decided that the same be given to th

ive

1908.

Sho.mpooer sub·ject to him agreeing to repay such
sum should the loser at any time claim it. The
emoloyee benefi tted by 10/- for his honesty.
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report wes submitted oy the General ?uperinendent
upon the advisability and practicability of the
be partment making its own Soap for use in the
various Establishment Laundries, ,Although it would
have been possible to crry this out, the Capita 1
outlay for the purchase and erect ion of the necessary
plant, machinery etc. plus the cost; of the raw
materials required f'oI' such purpose was much too high,
as compared with the amount paid e··ch year the
q_uantity of soap supplied by outside firms, hence
the scheme was abandoned,

ou
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With the idea of brightening up the interior of some
of the Public Baths, it was decided to a ·proach the
•• Gallery ·omittee with a recvest that a number of
suitable icuues (no statues ere mentioned) should
be loaned with a view to their exhibition in various
buildings under· tl1e ,j1Jrirdiction of the Baths CormnittE
The re ues was not seceded 6o,

as

hH

To reduce the cost oi' running the Baths, an a_pplicA.tic
was made to the Electricity Committee for them to
consider the ,·ue st ion of reducing the price pa id for
electric current by the Baths Committee. This was
turned down, likewise a similar application ma de
years later.
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1910.

The great interest in Swimming and Weter Polo shewri
by the Members of the Baths Commj_ ttee wns proved by
their attendance at the variou Swimming Entertainment
heJ.d in the various Public Baths in the City under th€
auspices of the many Clubs hil•in2:: the establishments
for the purpose.
Unfortunately, some of the Offj_ c j_aJ.
of the Clubs refused to s.ll<)W the rrc.ecbers to enter the
galas without payment, thus causing unpleasantness and
irritation, To ut n end to this·· regult,tion wo.s
passed in August makin; it e condition of hirin of
the Baths for Galas and other ente:ctainments tllat the
Members of the baths Commit;tee shall have the oer of
entry during the term of such letting,

A most revolutionary request was ~ade to the Baths
Committee in
petition received from a certain sectio

ive

of the comunity reuesting that feci?ivies should
be provided at the Baths for Mixed Batbing. This'
suggestion ce as
great shock, as the idea of
alloviing Males nd l'er.ales to bathe together ves
unheard of, thought to be s.ga inst all rules of
decency und should under no circumstances be allowed.
The Gomi tee promptly decided not to accede to this
reuest.
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Two years later a further application was received by t
Commit;tee for facilities for ired bathing. This time
ho.ever, the opposition was evidently no; so great as
in l9l% hen the original reuest was received and so
promptly turned down, and after lengtby and wordy
discussion in Committee the quest ion was ut 5o the
vote and resulted as follows:1or allowing "ixed Death in@
11
Against tt
11

............

8
7

se

thus the 0 dvocates of this new clo ss of bathing won by
one vote only, a very near thing.
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Upon the above ~ote it wns therefore decided that
Mixed Dating be allowed upon one day each week at ·the
Withington Baths, the :=::ame to become operative from
July 1.5th 1914.
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The list of' l!1'1:rrges was fixed on the high side consider
the ordinary cberges then in f'oree -- viz.6d each
Adults (Male & Female)
.
tl
Juniors (under 16 years of vge) 3d
II
2d
Hire of costumes
.
,, ea ps
tt
!I
. ld

Regulations end conditions us o the make nd colour
of costumes which eould be worn, rules as to dressing
acconuuodat1on and other restrictions e.s to udmittance
etc. were very strict a1d rigid.
11·ortunately, ide0.s have changed considerably and Mixed
Bathing is now fully recognised all over the country
and has proved most popular and successful, the origina
ban as to the colour of costumes being abolished,
U tb a desire to get the u·eneral .l:'ublic to patronise

he various Public iash rouses in great numbers, and
save the worry and trouble of women having to co.rry
their bundles and baskets of clothing tbrough the

ive

r

1913

streets, an agreement was re ched be·t;ween the llatr.s
and Tramways oomi tees whereby the latter ranted
regular washers a free carrying permit on all trams,
upon application being made fo:c the same at the '1.'icke t
Offj_ce of the Wash House used.

1915.

It was decided that in order that efficient oversight
\
might be secured for the whole of the at;hs & "ash
Houses by Members of the vomit;tee, and vith a view to
affording Members an opportunity of obtaining an intim~
knowledge of t.he v:ork of the Department, one member be
appointed to e::wh esteblishment who shall be autliorised
to exercise a special knolodge of he iath or i'ash iou:
set; opposio his name, and bring before the Sub-Commit
any question affecting such place, as he may consider
desirable.
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A Works Supervising ;3ub-uommi ttee consisting of seven
members was first appointed by t ·e baths vornmi ttee.

se

'l'he first charge of d was instituted for extra towels
req_uired by bathers, over and above those included in
the usual charges.

hH

It was decided that when vacancies occur in the e partm
for a position of' Superintendent or esident lanazer at;
any establishment, all employees must be given an
opportunity of m2king application for the position.
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'l'he clock in the tower of the Vito:ria Daths, was sched11•
es a '±ubli Glock'.
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Adequate facilities to be made foe emale bathing, also
the Jwi:mminr Batll at each establishment must be open f'o
the use o:f ]'ernales one day or a portion of one day each
week during the Winter Months.
The Fublic ~ash Houses were opened at 6 a.m, instead of
? a.m. owing to the lsrge number of washers waiting for
admittance. In addition they were to remain open until
.m. for a perio 0f 3 months as an experiment.
The first electrically driven Hydro Extractor was ins ta
in Manchester at the Leaf Utreet Public ~ash House.
During the war of 1914-1918, the Daths Committee held a
Swimming Gala(under their auspices)at the Victoria ?ath
High Street, Whorl6on on led lock in aid of the ianchest
Pri saner s of V, ar Fund, and the result was t he sum. of
£117-l-2d vms handed over. A very fine e f'fort and than
were extended to those ho were responsible fo caryin
the same out.

ive

A suggestion was forwarded to the Baths Oommi ttee
by Sir Edward 'I'ootal Broadhurst askin whether it
was possible for a portion of the Swimming Baths
to be converted into Assembly Rooms. Again the
following yes.r a similar request was made that the
Females Swimming Path at Harpurhey should be
converted into a ublic Hall.
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1918.
Cont.

or

Both proposals were rejected, yet within a few years
from this date the idea was eagerly accepted and
proved most successful.
A proposal was submitted to the Cornmi ttee dated
January 8th to the effect that they might consider
the desirability of converting the Ladies Plunge
Bath at Harpurhey into a Public Vtash House in order
to meet the urgent demand for additional accommodation
by the washers, the establishment being well patronised
at the time.
The sugge·stiotj. was not acceded to,

1920.

The offer of a firm of Engineers near Manchester to
be allowed to fix a trial equipment for the Chlorin2tio
of water used in the Swimming Baths at Victoria was
accepted. The plant was installed with successful
results.
This was the first installation of this
kind of plant to be put into use for Bath purposes in
England. Since it has become an essential part of the
Filtration, Aeration and Chlorination system all over
the country.
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1919.

Linen bathing caps could be hired by girl bathers who
did not possess their own at a charge of d because it;
had been mde compulsory for all females using the
Swimming Baths to wear bathing caps.
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Owing to the large dimensions to which the "epartment;
had grown it was decided to purchase a Motor Car for
use by the Chairman, Members of the Committee and the
General Superintendent to visit the various Baths and
Wash Houses, also other establishments out side the
District to obtain informBtion on Bath erection and
equipment.
During this period a number of changes were made in th
regulations in force in the Public Wash Houses, the
following being some of the more important:No washer allowed the use of any Public Wash House for

ive

1.920

more than six housrs on any one day.

Cont.
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Sy sten of booking the washing stalls in advance
for a period of three months; tried out i3s im
experiment at the Leaf Street establishment.
To relieve congestion of the queue in the early
morning the ±ublic ash Houses to be opened et
5 a.m. during the Summer ·months.
(This was
discontinued on ieptember 7th 1920)

sH
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or

Each washer to be allowed the exclusive· use of
a Hydro Extractor in the l'ublic Wash House, and
not made to share su ch ma chine with another
washer .
Unclaimed articles of c lathing left in the various
~bblic Wash Houses to be disposed of at the end of
three months.

The General Offices of the Baths & Wash Houses
Department were transferred from the Osborne Street
Baths (where they had been situated for 25 years)
to new preises at 38 Lloyd Street, lbert Square,
Manchester.
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1921.

hH
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Various other rules were also put into operation
amongst them being that no Junior under l4 years of
age be allowed to use the ash Baths after 10 a,m.
on Saturdays. This rule was necessitated by the
large numbers of boys nd girls visiting the baths
on that day filling the establishrr:ents so that when
aclult bathers arrived from ork they had often to
wait for considerable periods to gain admission.

The position of Matron at severl of the ublic
Baths was bolished and the designation of
'Superintendent' of Branch Establishments altered
to 'Manager'.
A fire occur red in the Establishment Laundry at the

Victoria Baths whereby a large ortion of the Towel
Drying Chamber, other machinery snd build:i.ng were
badly damaged.
A registration fee was irst instituted, making it
compulsory for _Swimming Clubs usin he lst /lass
baths to ay lOi 6d per year and hose using the
end Class baths 5/- per year, plus each member pa/in
the ardin8ry Club Rates of Admission.

ive

The charge for the·use of extra towels was increased
from kd to ld each.
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1921
Cont.

-

acilities provided for the storage of cycles at a
charge of 2d ecch at the Cheetham, Iarpurhey, Moss
Side, Newton Heath and Victoria Baths.
Books of 10 tickets for use in the
were issued at reduced charges.

'Turkish baths

or

An Official Receipt from the City Treasurer for the
Hire of the Baths to be produced to the Baths Official
before the stablishment is allowed to be used.
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Boys over 8 years of age ptohibited from bathing in
·t;he Females Swimming Baths.
(Mixed Bathing however
changed this when it was eventually allowed at most
establishments.)
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The first experiment was inaugurat;ed of opening a
~wimming Bath on Sunday mornings at the Victoria
Baths for the exclusive use of Females. Previously
there had been no such facilities ,rovided· in
Han.chaster and needless to say the scheme Was a
success. Since·tbe~ it has been a recognised part
of the regulations to make the san:e arrangements
at other baths each year.

ths
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The first sale of clothing left by washers in the
Public Wash Houses took place. It was later decided
that sales of such articles in future be held every
three months. This system was continued until the
year 1944 when it was decided that at the end of
each six months a recognised Auctioneer should be
engaged and a Publi6 Sale by Auction should be held
1
under his di 1.ection.
l'he first occasion when this
system ~as put into operation resulted in an immedi2te
sue cess.
An Oil I?urning Apparatus was fixed to the 3team Boiler~
at the 1-larpurhey Bath as an experiment, but was very
soon discarded as it was found to be too expensive and
unsuitable.
.L

Ba

j hetwowheelson the valves Conected ith t;he
+

nd

Class Wash Baths were removed, and a key provided for
the exclusive use of the ~lttendant in charge for the
supply of Hot and Cold ~-ater. Another very important
instruction which was issued to employees was to the
effect that when preparing ash Dths cold water must

ive

always be turned on first. Any b8thers requiring
additional hot or cold 'Nater must on· no occasion
be given a fresh supply until the door is'opened
and the bather completely out of- the bath.
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1921
Cont.

I'he use of the lew Quay Street 6ash louse reserved
upon one day each week for the use of Hnnchester
Residents 6nly, for a period of one month as an
experiment.
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This 1':as consequent upon complaints having been receive
that the establishment was being occupied by Salford
omen to the detriment of the T/anchester Ratepayers,
t;his Bath being on the borders of Salford.
The trial
did not rove a successful proposition a-s the Wash
House as only partly occupied on the special day,
so the old arrangements were reverted back to.
Consequent upon
fatal accident having occurred in
the iwimming ath at Pradford, he folloving social
regulations were introduced:-
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1922

ou

Attendants must be cont:i.nually present in the ::-:wimming
Bath when there are bat hers present.

hH

No Swimmer shall, under any circu1mtances, • be allowed
to undress in one bath and swim in anotl1er.
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On all occasions when Swimming Baths adjoin one
another, an. one is ot of use, the communicating
door must be kept locked.

Managers t hemse lve s, must, whenever necessary, carry
out staff duties when embers of the· staff are
temporarily absent from their duties.

Lockers in Club rooms at the Viet 0ria Baths allowed
to be hired by Clubs, Schools and ndividuals at a
charge of 2/6d per annum.

Ba

ths

Spectators only admitted to Mixed Bathing at the full
rates of admission, and a charge of 3d made to
i pectat;orsduring other bathin times at ll Baths
1
excepting Victoria, where the charge w2r:: 4d.
Free admission first granted to the Unemployed fo~
the use of the 2nd Class 1iiash ancl Swimming Baths.

ive

No Dolly 'rubs to be provided in future at any new
Public Wash Houses· opened, but wooden posers
introduced instead.
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1922
Cont.

No further contracts to be accepted for the winding
of time pieces in the various :i?ublic Baths & Wash
Houses, and in future all clocks to be attended to
by the Baths Staff.

or

Water in the wsh troughs in the Swimming Baths must
not be more than 8" deep and the temperature not
more than 90,

The Baths Department was registered and authorised to
use the official die on all stationery under the
0Nat ional Scheme for Disabled Ex-Service Men".

se

1923
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All buckets and lading cans used in the Public lash
Houses to be handed over to the individual asher
by· the Ticket Office Attendant at the time of booking
on, and no person to be booked off' until the said
articles have been returned to the office.

hH

ou

A concert; organised under the auspices of the Baths &
Wash Houses Committee was held at· the Victoria Baths
Hall in aid of the Lord Mayor of Lan chesters Unemployen
Fund, and resulted in the sum of £139 being handed over.
The free issue of soap to all bathers discontinued and
a charge of ld per piece mede.

dW
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Illuminated signs advertising Public Baths were fixed
on Gas, Electricity and iramnay Standards in various
parts of the City.

an

The posting of bills or posters of any kind on the·
outside walls of the baths prhibi ted in the future.
1\fo articles of jewellery or money belonging to bathers
to be taken charge of in the 'l'icket 0ffi ce or by any
person employed by the Committee.
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All money found in the Baths to be paid into the City
--------~------T...r.ea.surers_Off.Lce an..d credited to the Baths Department.
Articles of any description which were left in the
vrious Baths to be handed over to the Police Department
and sold at the Annual Sale, the amount obtained to
be credited to the Department account.

ive

c.

No washer to be permitted to leave their clothing

on the racks in the Public Wash 11ouses over night,
and ri6 JJerson allowed to use more than one washing
stall.
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1923

A system was first adopted whereby "loll Tickets" were
issued to bathers in leiu of the "#ailay Tickets"
previously in use. 'This was he means of a great
saving in cost being effected.
•
'

All Ma.le Attendants must wear White Jaclrnts when on
duty in the Wash or Swin:ming Baths.

or

Automatic Personal Weighing Machines v;ere first
installed in eight Public Baths,
.
An application was· received requesting tha t the Gorton
Wash House be allowed to be used by·unemployed Lens
Wives free of charge, but the Committee decided that
they were unable to accede to the request.
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1924

se

Applications ere also received for the use of the
Victoria baths hall for olitical Meetings on Sundays
and for i«hist Drives, but neither wee granted.

ou

A special regulation was adopted making it compulsory

special deputation appointed to visit London for the
purpose of inspecting Rotary lashing "chines in use
in Public rlash· Houses. The result of this visit was
that the Committee decided that this class of' machine
was a great improvanent on the old system of washing
stalls, and s great labour saving device for women
using the Public Wash Houses. It was also decided to
purchase six Rotary Vh~.shing Machines and instal the san
in the New Mostert Public ';\'ash House (then in course of
erection). The result of the experiment eventually
proved highly successful as ill be seen from the rev:
chapter on Public Wash Houses. Maston, hoWeter, was tt
first establishment so equipped in the City.
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1925.

hH

that "All persons using the .Public· Wash Houses must
have a deposit of not less than 6d at the time of
booking". , _This only referred to Washing $talls, becau~
no Rotary Washing Pachincs *ere installed in any of the
establishments at this time.

The Chairman of the Baths Com.mi ·ttee and the Genera 1
Su:P3rintendent attended the first Conference bf the
aths Superintendents Association held in the Leeds
Town Hall,
'

ive

In an endeavour to relieve the acute· distress of
unemployment amongst t he woen during the /inter
Mont; hs, it as decided that ork should e found
for a number in making up bathing drawers and bathing
costumes, also undertking vrious kinds of sewing.
Tor thi purpose the Committee received 9 monetary
grant from he iini sty of Labour to purchase the
necessary materials.
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Cont.

or

This was the commencement of the· "Sewing Section" of
the Department being inaugurated.

sH
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In like manner, work was found for 1:1 number of
unemployed men to undertake cleaning and other duties
in the Baths during the winter months and so help to
relieve distress, even if only in a small way,
Scholars from outlying districts of the· Oi ty, ellowed to
use certain baths on payment of ld each.

ou
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Wicket Gates were fixed to the entrances of Public Wash
Houses to prevent persons arid children obtaining
admission without authority.

hH

Permission granted to the Colne Urban District Council
to copy the Proficiency Certificate issued by the
Manchester Baths Committee to children passing certain
Swimming Tests.

The first issue of Tickets for Wnsh Baths in book form
at a reduced charge covering both 1st end 2nd class
and available for 3 months from the date of issue.
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All receipts for the use of Public Wash House facilitie
to be placed by the iasher in boxes provided for the
purpose in the entrances to the establishment.

1928

The Education Committee took over the control of
fixing the times of attendance of school children at
the various Paths.

No employee to be llowed to receive gratuities from
the General Public.
The use of the Swimming Ba ~hs by Professional Swimming
Tee.chers restricted between the hours of 9 a .m. and
5 p.m. Later in the same year the permits for admissior
of these te chers were discontinued, the Committee
deciding to appoint their own Instructo~s in the future,

This decision resulted in the rl'own Ole rk preparing
the necessary Bye Laws for this purpose, and these
were eventually approved by the Minis try of Health.
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1928
Cont.

ive

I

In the following year 2 Male end 3 #male Swimming
Instructors were appointed.
In the 2hd cless Swimming Baths no doors were fixed
to the ·dressing boxes, ·and with the 1dea of giving
more privacy, especially to adults and perhaps
•
obtainin more patronage it was decided to apply to
the Finance Commi tt·ee for the necessary amount bf
money to carry out these·a1t~rations. The application
however was turned down on the ground of "Economy" and
the "time inopportune".
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1929

Sun

Ray baths opened at the hi tworth and Victor1a Pat
for use by the General Public. All the staff engaged
were fully qual"i fi ed operators.
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Unfortunately the number of persons who patronised thi
section did not warrant the continuation of the same,
and both establi"shments were closed down within a very
short time - viz. in 1933.

hH

The General Superintendent delegated to attend the fir
Conference of the doyal Life 8aving Society in London.
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'rhe question of the appointment of a Deputy General
Superintendent was fi-:cst considered, but later it was
decided to appoint an "Outdoor Inspector" instead. 'I'j
was done in 1931 .
A Rota was formed in order of Seniority of Members of

the· Committee for the purpose of attending Conferences
etc.
A Resolution was

JBssed to the effect that no Physica
Training or Games Instructors engaged boy the rivate
Schools be allowed to teach Swimming in l='ublic Bc1ths to the Scholars under their control.

Ba

ths

'11his was conseouen t upon the Committee hsving barred a
----------------ro-fes-s-ional-Swirnming Teachers from using the iaths
for their own Private gain.
1931

Proposed scheme for new Establishments on ~Cingsway,
Wilbraham Road and Blackley Estates - also Turkish
Baths at Harpurhey agreed to by the Baths Committee -

but rejected by the Economy Committee.

A comprehensive and de scriti ve report prepared by
the General ,Superint en5lent with regard to • the quest ion
of the provision of a Bath in the centre of the City,
(termed "Central lath") was considered by the Commit;tve
who were unanimously· in favour of ·such a scheme, and
a special Sub-Committee ere appointed to report on ,
the matter. Unfortunately ·the Economy Committee of th
Council put an end to any further consideration of the
sane.
Perhaps the decision was right to those
concerned, but was a very short ·sighted'policy.

or
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1931

sH
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A new regulation became operative restricting the
admission of School Children on Free Passes after 5-3C
on 'ridays and 12-30 noon on aturdays owing to the
congestion at the Baths after those times.

A charge or 5/- per· hour or part of an hour was made
when Swimming Clubs rec1uired the use of the Baths aftE
regulc.ition hours for the purpose of practice or Polo
matches.
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1933

The first time in l-Janchester that Mixed Bathing was
allowed to take place on Sunday morning as at the
Victoria Baths.

hH

1932.
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The Annual Conference of the Nat iona 1 Assa cition of
Baths uperin ten dents (Incorporated) was held in
Manchester during liey.
Mr. ±. 'ieasdale, General
Superintendent of the ·Manchester Corporation Baths&;
Viash Houses Department was· the President of the
National Association during this year.

Application for the free use of the Baths on two days
per eek by ld +ge ensioners upon production of thei
Pension.Doak was rtot acceded to, but free bathing
facilities were exterided to include non contributory
Old Age Pensioners.
The General Office of the Department; were removed fror
38 Lloyd Street, Albert Square, to l, Brazennose Stre
Deansgate. Thts was consequent upon the site in Lloy
Street being required for the Town Hall Extension.
A Conference took place between the Baths & Parks
Committees in an endeavour to come to some arranr-;emen1
regarding the responsibility for the erection and con
of 0pen dir wiming Pools. No satisfactory decision
was arrived t so far as the Batlis Oommit·tee were corn

ive

A telephone Call Box for Public use was erected in
the lntrance liall at the Victoria laths as an
experiment-, but did not prove successful and the
same was quickly removed 1n 1936.

1936.

suggestion was made that all Clocks fixed in the
various establishments·oe altered to electrically
controlled, but owing to the co st whic h ould be
involved the same was not; agreed to.
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Red Bank Baths which had been poorly patronised
for some years were finally closed down so far as
use by the public was concerned and eventually sold
to Messrs. W.E. Cary Ltd. for business extensions.
The General Offices of the Department were transferred
from 1 Brazenn6se Street, Deansgate to the Town Hall
Extension - Rooms Ios. 2l7, 2l9 and 220 - 2nd Floor.
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The Harpurhey Baths Hall was let on a 6 months tenancy
during the Winter Months at an inclusive fee to a
•
private individual for the purpose of holding dances.
'This was corseouent; upon that Hall not having been
booked and a very favourable offer having been received
from the person to whom it was leased.

hH

Hair Drying :Machines for use of bathers first installed
at several of the Baths establishments.
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An unusual application was received asking to be allowe
to use one or more of the Corporation Swimming Baths fc
the purpose of fishing with rod and line. Needless to
say this was not agreed to.
A serious occurrance took place at the M:ayfield Baths
whereby, owing to the negligence and carelessness on
the part of the staff, 50 bathers were affected by
Chlorine Gas Fumes due to the Filtration, Aeration and
Chlorination lent not having been used in a proper
manner,
A full enouiry was held and drastic action
taken regardin t;ho staff who had been found guilty of
such a serious lack of oversight and inattention to dut

Ba

L
938, scheme was instituted whereby Clubs, Associations,
-Works etc. could have the exclusive use of a Swimming
Bath for one hour at a specified time upon payment of
a fee of 10/- per session plus the ordinary Club Rates
of fadmission - the minimum attendance must be not less
than 20.

ive

A Charter Centenary ihioition as held t the City
Hall, Deans.gate, the Baths· Department having a Stand
ond exhibiting a comparison between the use of the
modern Public Wash Houses· and the old fashioned wash
day at home.· Models, photographs and plans of
various ecuipment ete. were also included.
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1938.
Cont.

or

The General & Parliameritery Comnii ttee requested to
inc hide in the next Parliamentary B111 • a Clause
granting powers to provide a service· fbr the
collection and delivery of clothes in connection with
the Pub4ic Wash Houses.

sH
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±Air Gream Vanding chines installed at several of
the Bathing Establishments.
A vacant; plot of land in Barlow Road, evenshulne,

belonging to the Baths Cornmi ttee ailllocated for
allotment purposes.
An applice.tion received for the use of the Broadway
Baths ~s a retention post for lost dogs, not agreed t
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1941

The iliring of Bathing Costumes at the various baths o
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a deposit system was first instituted.
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'rhe Overseers empowered to levy as :oart of the Poor Rate, su c:
sums as the Vestry shall deem necessary to pay expenses.
All monies raised and the Income arising from the Baths &
Wash Houses in the Parish to be applied towar'ds defraying expense
Councils with the approval of the Commissioners of Her ta jest
'rrea surery may from time to time borrow at Interest on the Securi t
of a Mortgage of the Borough Fund or the Rates for the Relief oft
Poor of the Parish, the money which they may require.
The Council may from time to time on any lands purchased,
rented, contracted or appropriated, erect any buildings suitable
for Public Baths & Wash Houses, and as to such Wash Houses either
with or without open Drying Grounds, and make any Open bathing
places and convert any buildings into _Public Baths & Wash Houses
and may from time to time alter, enlarge, repair and improve the
same and fit up, furnish and supply with all requisite furnit11re,
fittings and conveniences.
No contract above the value of one hundred pounds to be
entered into unless fourteen days notice shall be given in one
or more of the Public Newspapers published in the County in which
the Borough or Parish is situated.
Councils ma; purchase or lease any existing Baths & lash Hous
Power granted to water and Gas Companies to supply Water and
Gas to Ba tchs & lash Houses either without cherge or on such favour
terms as they shall think fit.
hen Baths &: 'lash Houses are considered too expensive, hey 1
with the approval of the ''reasury be sold and the proceeds of sale
carried to the Borough lund or Poor Rate,
1I.1he
Council may make Bye-Laws for the Management, Use and
Regulation of the Public Baths &: ash Houses which must be approvE
by one of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of 8tate, otherwise
they ere not of ·ny legal force.
.
Printed copy of the Bye Laws shall be put up in every Bath
Room or open Bathing place, also in some convenient place•near
every ashing 'I'ub or 'I'rough or every pair of Wsshing ·rubs or
I'roughs in every Tesh louse,
The recovery of the charges at Wash Houses, any Officer,
Servant; or others having the lenagemont thereof may detain clothes
brought to se ashed or other goods and chatels of any person
refusing to pay the charge. Such people may be liable, until full
payment be made and if not paid in seven days may sell such cloth
Goods and chattels or any of them returning the surplus proceeds
of such sale, after deducting the unpaid charge and he expenses
of such detention and sale and the unsold articles, if any on demE
to such person. ,
Any_ Clerk or other Officer, or any servant, ·taking fee or
rewardon accountof anyching done or forbone inursuance of
this Act , other than his Salary, Wage or Allowance, as shall
have been appointed by the Counci. l or be concerned or int eres-ted
in any bargain, or contract made by the Council, shall be incapab.
of ever serving or being employed under this Act and for every
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offerice forfeit the sum of £50. ·This Act·a1so refers to any
person during the time he holds the Office as Member of Council
or as a Commissioner.
Schedules referred to by the foregoing Act were:-
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Schedule A.
Bye Laws to be made in all _qases. For securing that
the paths % ash 1louses and Open Dathing +laces shall be under the
due Management and Gontrol of the Officers, Servants, or others
appointed or employed in that behalf by the Council_ or Commissione
For securing adequate Privacy to persons using the Baths & Wash
Houses and open Bathing Places and security again accidents to per
using the open Bathing Places,
For securing for Men and Boys above eight years old shall bathe
separately from «omen and Girls and Children under eight; years old
For preventing Damage, Disturbance, Interruption and indecent and
offensive language and behaviour and nuisance.
For determining the duties of the Officer, Serva~ sand others
appointed by the Council or Commissioners.
In Parishes, for regulating the Procedure of the Commissioners,

se

Schedule B. Maximum charges during the first seven years after tch
Establishments are opened for Public use and after such seven year
except only so long after such seven years as higher charges may·
necessary for defraying the current expenses of the Establishments

hH
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Baths for the labouring classes, supplied with
clean water for evsry bather or for several
children together:For one person above eight years old, including
the use of one clean towel
.

Cold
Bath
One penny

6arm

ta th
Two

P1

_.
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For several children, not exceeding tour,
including use of one clean t_owel for every child. 'To pence our
--- -- _ ---Wash Houses for the labouring classes, supplied· with conveniences
for washing and drying clothes and other articles:-

an

For the use by one peison of one washing tub or
trough or one pair of washing tubs o troughs:-
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For one hour only in any one day ....··..·...,,
For two consecutive hours only in any one day ...

One penny
Three pence.

Such chargestoinclude
t he use of tche Drying Apparatus, for
drying all articles ashed. 'Tue time occupied in drying not to
be included in the hour or two hours. A fraction of an hour,
ooeeding five minutes to be reckoned one hou.
Open Bathing Places where several person bathe in the
same water.
:F'or one person
One HalfpE

--------------

ANNO DECIMO & UNDECIMO
RCINAI

CAP. LXI
\

9 & 10 Viet.
AN AMENDING ACT TO 'I

c.
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VICTORIA

ive

2nd July 1847

74.

ACT 0F 1846
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'I'he principal item being that Local Authorities were allowed
to make a charge for a higher class of jjath than ·those outlined
in the 1846 Act i. c. not; exceedin in any ease three times the
charges for the several kinds of baths for the labouring classes
previously fixed,
For Wash Houses any time over the one or tow hours
respectively it ·not exceeding five minutes not to be reckoned,

se

]'or two hours not together, or for more than two hours in
any one day, such charges as the vouncil and the Commissioners
respectively think fit.
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For the use of the washing conveniences alone, or of the
Drying Conveniences, such charges as the Council and the
Commissioners respectively think fit, but not exceeding in either
case the charges for the use of the washing and drying convenience
for the same time.

Chapter 14 -- 41 Viet,

AN AOT 'IO AMEND 'I!A LA RELIT NG 'TO
PUBLIC BAH &: ASH HOU3S A.D. 1878
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27th May 1878
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The Chief amendments to the de' of 1847 tended the poer
of Local Autho:r:i. ties to enable them to mGke special charges for
Covered .Swimming Bo.ths - viz. lst &: 2nd end 3rd Clas3, Tt also
alloweq. .Swimrning Baths to be clo'secl for a limited psriod and
to convert ;he same in;o Gymnasiums beteon the
November and lJarch inclusi veJ.y. No covered or open air ,:3wimmins
Bath hon closed could b> used fo: Music o Dncin.
mn+.1+4

It also gave Councils authority to make Superannuetion
allowance to Officers employed about Baths with in tlle 1',/letropoli s
and also refuse admission to any offenders against the By-Laws.
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24th July.1882
45 & 46 Viet.

Chapter 30

---------------------------

AN ACT TO AZAD THE BAH; & ASH HOU3ES
4IS
•. 1882.

----------------------------------------

14th August 1896
Che.pter

sH
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or

This us a short amending et ith special reference to
Sections 24 and 27 of the Principal Act (1846) and gave permission
to Councils to purchase or rent lands in the "immediate neighbourhood" of their pa:d sh or borough.

59 -- 59 & 60 Viet.
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----------------------------

AN ACT TO AMEND TH BATHS

A.D.

WASH HOUSES

1896

ou

ACT.

&;

2.

"Provided always that no covered or open Swimming Batl
when closed may be used for liiusic or Dancing shall. b
repealed so far as the administrative county of
London is concerned."

dW

as

Section

hH

The amendment in this Act specially referrea. to Section 5
of the .tla ths & Wash 1-louses Act of 18?8 with the following provi si or

Ba

,__

ths

an

( a)

(b)

Provided always
That the Commi ssion8r s appointed under the Baths &
Wash Houses Acts 1846 to 1896 or any sanitary
authority or other representative body to whom the
powers of the said Commissioners shall have been
trsnsferred by any order of the Local Government
Board made under the provisions of the Local
Government Act 1894 which Commissioners, Sanitary
Authorities or representative body are hereinafter
_.. . e_f_erre d t_Q____J3, s II such C ommi. ssioners" shall before
any such bath is used for Music or Dancing'obtain
a Licence from the London County Council in the mann
hereinafter prescribed.
That no portion of the premises in respect of which
the Li"cence is granted be let othe wise than

ive
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occasionally to any person or persons corporate or
otherwise and that no money for admission be taken
at the doors.
'I'hat such Commissioners be responsible for any
breach of the conditions on which the Licence 1 s
granted whi eh may occur, during any entertainment
given on such premises by their permission.

(c)

Section 3.

sH
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or

That any Annual Licensing Meeting or at any other
Meeting duly convened with fourteen days previous
notice, the London County Council may grant a
Licence fo music or dancing or for both purposes
to such Commissioners, subject to the provisions
of the Disorderly Houses Act 1751, as amended by the
Local Government; +ot 1888.

se

9th August 1899

ou

Chapter

29

-- 62

&:

65 Viet .

hH

AN ACT TO AMEND TH BATHS &; TASH HOU3MS

.

ACT

A.D. 1899.

..... .

all Local Authorities
by the Administrative
Open Air Swinm1ing
and was an extension of

dW

as

This act was passed so as to grant to
the same powers as those already possessed
County of London, of using the covered and
Baths, when closed, for music and dancing,
the 1878 and 1896 Acts,

..

ths

an

During the period extend in@ from the yeur 1846 hen the
first Baths & Vlash Houses Act was passed, and 1906, this section
of Municipal Undertaking was treated as a separate and distinct
Depart:en of Corporation Service, bu in 1907 the Government
decided to include this part of Municipal enterprise under the
jurisdiction of the Ministry of Health, and all Acts automaticall
t;

Ba

- Calleundert,hihe&din£%

The following amending Act was, therefore, passed and termed:

53.

teat«-
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Chapter

ive

28th August 1907

An Act to amend the Public Heath Acts.

A.D. 1907

--- --------------------------------------------7. Jaw. 7.

Under Part X
Section.

General of this Act. Mi see llaneous

or

--------------------------------------------------

sH
ist

The effect upon Baths &Wash Houses was a follows:-

IV. Paragraph

Part

55.

Infected Clothes not to be sent to Launa

A person shall not take or send to any Public ½ash House
or to any .Laundry for the purpose o:f:' being washed, any
bedding, clothes or other things which he knows to hove
been exposed to infection from any infectous disease,
unless they have been disinfected by or to the satisfac
of the Local "uthority or their Wedi cl 01110er, o of a
legally queliied Fledical 'raetitioner, or are sent 'o
a Laundry with roper precautions for the purpose of
disinfection with notice chat they have een exposed to
j_nfection.

(2}

lf any person acts in contravention of the foregoing
provision of this section he shall be liable in respect
of each offence to a :i;:enalty not exceeding forty shilline:

as

hH

ou
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(1)

The Local Authority may, on the application of any perso
pay the expenses of the disinfect ion of sn y su eh bed din
clothGs or other things, if carried out by them or unde
their direction.

dW

(3)

Section 92.

an

Part X.

Bathing Places.

Ba

ths

The Local Authority.
(a)

May make bye laws with regard to ony public bathing,
whether from batliing machines or not, for any of' the
nur-ooses mentioned in Section 69 of the Town Police
Clauses Act 1847 and also for the purpose of regulati
the hours of bathing and enforcing the provision and
a.

ive

(b)
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maintenance of any life saving apparatus or other means
of _µrotectine; bathers from. danger by persons providing
accommodat:Lon for public bathing; end
may, if they thinl< fit, provide and maintain on or at
any place within thei:t· district which abuts on the sea
or any river, bath ins sheds or other convenui ce s with all
necessary applicmces and may cha:cge for tha use thereof.

Part X. Section 93.

Provision of Life Saving Applian6es.

---- --------

or

'I'he 1.,ocal .Authority of any district may provide and maintain
Life Saving Appliances at any place in, th_eir di stri et where
they think those appliances are likely to be of use.

sH
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1925.

Public Health Act
Baths

1925.

& ~ash Houses Section --

85, 06 & 87,

Charges for the use of Baths &: Public «ash Houses.

hH

Section 85.

ou
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This amendj_ ri.g act to that passed on ugu t 28th.
1907 extends 5o all oars of n,lend &:4ales
including London (S.~ (1) (4) arid came into
operation on September 8th 1925 (S 1 {5).

dW

as

The rates of charges were· gove:cned bv the 18'78 Act
for ash and imming Paths, but by this ne Act it
abolihes the charges limit and allows Local
Authorities to fix such rates accordine; to a scale
fixed and authorised by Local Authorities for Baths
& 1a~ Houses as they think fit.

Ba
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Sub. Section 2. Section 85

Section 86.

requires that any such scales shall b~ published in a

Local Newspaper end in such manner as me.y be thought
necessary at least a mon~h before it is adopted by
tche Local authority.
·- cl::0.rges must be outllorised by resol
-----·uthority but is not necessary to· get
0oniration of the
Amendment of $.

inisry of Tel;h thereto.

34 of the Baths

&,

iesh Houses ct 18

This amendment gets rid of a. requi:ir-0:11.ent in Section 34.

l
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of the 1846 Act that the Bye Las 0f the Local
Authority should provide certain matters mentioned
in the Schedule to that Act. One of these . was for
securing that men and boys ovefl 8 years of age should
bathe separately from women and girls, and children
under 8 years. This statutory prohibition of Mixed
Bet hin is now removed.
Section 87. Closing and use when closed of Swimming Baths.

sH
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or

Section 87 (1) of the new Act extends the maximum
period of closing to the period from the 1st October
to the 30th April following and widens the purposes
for which closed baths may be used.

se

A Swimming Bath, while closed, may be used by the
Local Authority for such purposes, or allowed by them
to be used, or be let for such purposes and upon such
terms and conditions as in their absolute discretion
they may think fit and proper.

ou

Proviso (bJ which was to the effect that no money
could be taken at the door was repealed. Previously
admission had to be by ti·ckets purchased in advance.

as

hH

here a closod imming Paths is used for the public
performance of a stage play for public music or public
music and dancing or other public entertainment of the
like kind or for cinenwtograph exhibitions, subsection
3. 87 provides that any necessary licence shall be
obtained end notice given.

dW

The provisions of the Public Health Act 1936 which came into
force on October 1st 1937, affected the functions of the Baths &:
ash Houses ct; in the following sections:-

an

Section 22l Power of 'ocl Authority to provide Baths, /at;hin
-----------Places and Wash Houses.

Ba

ths

under the 1846 and 1882 Acts, no repealed, a Local
Authority could only take over Baths or purchnse or
lease land for thet purpose, within their on area,
or ithin theimediate neighbourhood. lo sucn
--------------------:'"----:----'-:'-:restrictions as to µlace appears in the New Act.
Baths & Wash Houses may now be "either open or covered
this addition has been made in order to make it clear
tchat open Air Baths can be provided whether as forming
part of a recreation ground or not.

ive

Charges for the use of Baths etc.
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Section 222.

Thi section replaces section 85 0f the Public
Health Act 1925, but adopting the more modern
and less expensive procedure, replaces an
obligation to publish the proposed scale of
charges in a local newspaper by an obligation to
deposit it and advertise the place where it may
be inspected.

Bye Laws for Regulation of Baths etc.

or

Section 223.

--------·----

Use of Baths and Hathing Places for Swimming Contest
etc. or by schools or clubs.

se

Section 225.
------------

sH
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This Section reproduces the existing Bye-Laws
ma'k.i.ng powers for the regulation of Baths & "}ash
Houses, but sl:Lehtly extends them by enabling byelaws to be made providing for the exclusion from
Baths of undesirable persons.

dW

as

hH

ou

under this section which is a new general provision,
hough based on Local Acts, l::l loco.l authority may
close, tempo_rarily to the public any Swimming Dsth
or Bathing Place under their management, and may gra
exclusive use of it, (free of charge or oth rise) t
a ch00l or Club or Organizer of Swimming Contests
etc. ~hey may also use the bath etc. themselves for
such contests and make ( or author:Ls'e to be made) cha
for admission to or use of the Bath etc. when so
closed to the ±ublie. There is not limit of the hou
during which the Bath may be so closed to the publi

Section 22.

Ba
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---- -------

Section 227.
-----------

Closing of Baths and Bathing Places during inter
Months and use for other purposes.
The law here has been altered only in one particular
Previously films could only be shown by a LocB.l
Authority in a Swimming Bath if they related to
"questions relating to health or disease". 'This
phrase has been amended to films relatinQ to the
"functions of County Councils or Local Authorities",
Power of Local Authority to lay pipes for purposes
connected with Baths etc.
This section incorporates in the general law a power
previously grunted only in Local ots. Un'er it the
"Local Authority" "may provide" lay do, and mint

Section 229.
-----------
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such pipes and sppartus as may be necessary for
conducting water to or from Baths, \1lash Houses,
Swimming Baths or Bathing Plces which are under
their management, or which they propose to provide.
Powers of Statutory Undertakings to supply to Baths
on favourable terms.

or

the last Act granting power to statutory undertakins
to supply to Public Baths etc. on favourable terms
or without charge, as the Baths & 'ash Houses Act
1846. It, therefore, referred only to gas and water
electricity has now been added.
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It wi 11 be seen from the :previous pages of this Chapter that
the first Public Baths & Wash Hoµses Acts were passed in the year
1846, but it was not until October ls 1879 that the City Council
approved a se·t of Bye Laws governing the establishments of
Manchester, These wee approved by he local Government Board
011 the 13th November 1879.
The reason for such a long period elapsing between the first

ou

regulations.

se

Act and the passing of the Bye Laws was that unti 1 the purchase
of the 'oaf S;root and Mayfield Bhs &: ash Houses had been
effected, the Co:pporation had no use or need for any such

hH

An elaborate set of Bye Laws for the Management, Use and
Regulation of the Public Bahs and Public lash houses as drawn
up and consisted of no less than 30 items for the former section
and 15 for the latter.
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These remaj_ned in operation for a period of 51 years, and
it was consequent upon the Manchester Extension Act of 1930 that
the existing set of Bye Laws were repealed and a more condensed
fom decided upon, consisin; of 5 sections oly and l paragraphs
The City Council passed these on lay lst 193 and the Nini stry
of Health a_pproved the same 011 August 9th 1933.
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INDEX TO FIL

This is a Historical Record of Baths&. Wash Houses
in the City of Manchester from the year

INDEX PO PILE

NO.

2.

1845.

or

Tabulated Events in yearly form of the History and

sH
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Administration of the Bathing Establishments in the
City from 1876 when the Corporation of Manchester
commenced active Managen:ent.

3.

ou
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INDEX OF FILE NO.

Opening dates of the various Baths &

a sh

Houses,

hH

along with the Lists of the Committee at that time

as

and names of those who performed the Opening Ceremony.

also

dW

Record of the various Chairmen, Deputy Chairmen and

an

Members of the Baths &: Wash Ilouses Committee

ths

INDEX OF FILE

1876

NO.

to

from

1945 inclusive.

4.

Ba

I@portsoftheProceedings of the General Meeting

o1

Shareholders of the Manchester &c Sal ford Baths &:
Laundries Company from January 7th 1857 to February 3rd
1876.
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INDEX TO FILE

5.
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---------------------The City of Manchester publication of

"How Manchester

A record of Municipal Activities with

is Managed".

special reference to the City Baths & Wash Houses.

INDEX TO FILE

NO.

6.

or

----------------------
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Articles upon Public Baths &: Public Wash Houses

by

Albert Teasdale, M.N.A.B.S. - Published in the Municipal
during the years 1934 to 1941 inclusive.

INDEX TO IL

NO,

7.
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Year Book

ou

----------------------

Copies of Special Reper ts submitted to the Baths & ash

hH

Houses Committee from

INDEX TO FILE

NO,

1898 to 1939.

8
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----------------------
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Various Report's on all aspects of the Provision and

Maintenance of Public Baths & Wash Houses.
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INDEX TO FILE

NO.

9.
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Miscellaneous items re. Baths and Wash Houses including
extracts from various booklets on these subjects.

NO. 10.
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INDEX

Miscellaneous items and articles upon:-

INDEX
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or

Swimming, Life Saving and Water Polo - rublic Baths &
Wash Houses Section of Municipal Exhibition - Design anu
equipment of Public Baths - Progress of Manchester Corporation
Baths and la sh Houses - Heating of Swimming Bath Water Treatment of Swimming Bath Water - Employees serving in
1914-18 War - Regulations re letting of Public Baths HallsBrief survey of Turkish Baths - Life Saving for Manchester
Citizens, Police and Fire Brigade - Bathing of School
Children - Notices exhibtted in Public Baths.
NO. 11.

FOR ]'I LE

Miscellaneous data and statistics regarding : -

INDX

TOR
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number of bathers - number of washers - income from various
sections - annual costs - staff - inventory of plant and
other items relative to the working of the Department.
FILE

NO.

12.

hH

-------------------------A History of the Manchester Corporation Baths & Wash

as

Houses Committee from its first inception being extracts
from the Minutes of the Committee from·the first meeting
held on August 17th 1876 in 5 sections.
A.
B.
C.

an
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Section
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INDIX

August 17th 1876 to September 27th 1900.
Sept ember 28th 1900 to January 2lst 1914.
Janury 22nd 1914 to June 17th 1925.
June 18th 1925 to March l4th 1928
March 15th 1928 to June lst 1932.

D.
E.
ROR

FIL

NO. 13

-----~------------------

APhotographic
in 2 sections.
Section

"

-B -

Manche ster Public Baths.
Other Photographs.
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